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ABSTRACT

An Advisory System for Selecting Drilling Technologies and Methods in Tight Gas Reservoirs. (May 2009)

Nicolas Pilisi, BEN, University of Paris and Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan, France; MEN, University of Paris and Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan, France.

Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Stephen A. Holditch
Dr. Catalin Teodoriu

The supply and demand situation is crucial for the oil and gas industry during the first half of the 21st century. For the future, we will see two trends going in opposite directions: a decline in discoveries of conventional oil and gas reservoirs and an increase in world energy demand. Therefore, the need to develop and produce unconventional oil and gas resources, which encompass coal-bed methane, gas-shale, tight sands and heavy oil, will be of utmost importance in the coming decades.

In the past, large-scale production from tight gas reservoirs occurred only in the U.S. and was boosted by both price incentives and well stimulation technology. A conservative study from Rogner (1997) has shown that tight gas sandstone reservoirs would represent at least over 7,000 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of natural gas in place worldwide. However, most of the studies such as the ones by the U.S. Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) and Kuuskraa have focused on assessing the technically recoverable gas resources in the U.S. with numbers ranging between 177 Tcf and 379 Tcf.

During the past few decades, gas production from tight sands field developments have taken place all around the world from South America (Argentina), Australia, Asia (China, Indonesia), the Russian Federation, Northern Europe (Germany, Norway) and
the Middle East (Oman). However, the U.S. remains the region where the most extensive exploration and production for unconventional gas resources occur. In fact, unconventional gas formations accounted for 43% of natural gas production and tight gas sandstones represented 66% of the total of unconventional resources produced in the U.S. in 2006.

As compared to a conventional gas well, a tight gas well will have a very low productivity index and a small drainage area. Therefore, to extract the same amount of natural gas out of the reservoir, many more wells will have to be drilled and stimulated to efficiently develop and produce these reservoirs. Thus, the risk involved is much higher than the development of conventional gas resources and the economics of developing most tight gas reservoirs borders on the margin of profitability.

To develop tight gas reservoirs, engineers face complex problems because there is no typical tight gas field. In reality, a wide range of geological and reservoir differences exist for these formations. For instance, a tight gas sandstone reservoir can be shallow or deep, low or high pressure, low or high temperature, bearing continuous (blanket) or lenticular shaped bodies, being naturally fractured, single or multi-layered, and holding contaminants such as CO$_2$ and H$_2$S which all combined increase considerably the complexity of how to drill a well.

Since the first tight gas wells were drilled in the 1940’s in the U.S., a considerable amount of information has been collected and documented within the industry literature. The main objective of this research project is to develop a computer program dedicated to applying the drilling technologies and methods selection for
drilling tight gas sandstone formations that have been documented as best practices in the petroleum literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Natural Gas

Natural gas will be the fastest growing share of world primary energy consumption for the coming decades. The consumption of natural gas in 2030, at 180 trillion cubic feet, is projected to be nearly 90 percent higher than the 2003 total consumption of 95 trillion cubic feet according to the International Energy Administration in 2007.

Historically, world natural gas reserves have trended upward. As of January 1, 2008, proved world natural gas reserves were estimated at over 6,000 trillion cubic feet with Middle East and Eurasia accounting to about three quarters of the total (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1—Worldwide look at proven reserves and production (After Oil & Gas Journal 2007).](image)

This thesis follows the style of *SPE Drilling and Completion*. 
1.2 Unconventional Gas

When natural gas resources are more difficult and costly to explore, develop and produce, they are known as unconventional. These gas resources accumulated in low permeability environments are being targeted to contribute a significant part of the U.S. and world's natural gas supply in the near future. There are four different unconventional gas resources: coal-bed methane (CBM), gas shale (GS), methane hydrates (MH) and tight gas (TG).

1.3 Resource Triangle

Since all natural resources are distributed log-normally in nature (Holditch 2006), a resource triangle is often used to visualize the distribution of oil and gas reservoirs. Fig. 2 shows a three level pyramid with on top the “medium” and “high” quality conventional oil and gas reservoirs that constituted most of the development that occurred in the world during the 20th century.

The second level of the pyramid features much larger deposits of hydrocarbons associated with “lower” quality that are more difficult to develop and therefore require a higher price. These formations include heavy oil, coal-bed methane, gas shale and tight gas. To develop the low quality reservoirs economically, operating and contracting companies have to come up with new technologies to drill, complete, stimulate and produce these “unconventional” resources.
The third level represents vast deposits of hydrocarbon (shale oil and gas hydrates) that are currently under investigation but oil and gas price and technologies are not yet mature enough to enable their development.

![Diagram showing resource triangle]

**Fig. 2**—The resource triangle featuring unconventional resources as larger volumes, difficult to develop and produce (Wood Mackenzie 2008).

### 1.4 Tight Gas Reservoirs

In general, a gas reservoir is said to be tight when the matrix permeability is in the range of 10-100 micro-Darcy (μD), exclusive of permeability caused by natural fractures. Tight gas reservoirs (TGR) are found throughout the world and can be found in both sandstone and carbonate formations.

Although these resources have been known for many decades, their commercial development was not extensive until the 1970’s when the U.S. government came up with a political definition to determine which well would receive federal and/or state tax
credits for producing natural gas from tight gas reservoirs: the cut was for permeability below 0.1 md. In addition, the definition included ranges of maximum allowable flow rates for un-stimulated wells as a function of depth (FERC 1978).

Since the 1970’s, technological advancements have enabled a sustained production growth in tight gas reservoirs even in the absence of tax incentives. In fact, production from unconventional gas resources in the U.S. has more than offset a decline in conventional gas production. In a distinguished author series article for the SPE, Holditch (2006) defined a tight gas reservoir as “a reservoir that cannot produce at economical rates nor recover economic volumes of natural gas unless the well is stimulated by a larger hydraulic fracture treatment or produced by use of a horizontal wellbore or multilateral wellbores.”

1.5 Importance of Tight Gas Reservoirs

Natural gas is forecasted to be the fastest growing component of world primary energy consumption between the present day and 2030. The industrial and electric power sectors are the largest consumers of natural gas worldwide. Fig. 1 shows that conventional gas reserves are estimated to be above 6,000 Tcf. Rogner (1997) in its study of unconventional gas reservoirs stated that gas from only tight gas formations worldwide accounted for over 7,400 Tcf of natural gas in place. Therefore, constant improvements in technology for identifying, drilling, completing and stimulating tight gas reservoirs in every sedimentary basin will augment the technically recoverable gas resources to replace the conventional gas fields being presently depleted. Hence, the future for tight
gas reservoirs development appears to be bright and will increase significantly all around the world during the first half of the 21st century.

1.6 The U.S. as a Reference for Tight Gas Development

Even though tight gas reservoirs are present all around the globe (Fig. 3) and recent tight gas field developments have taken place in almost every regions (Argentina, Australia, China, Germany, Indonesia, Oman, Russian Federation), they have played an important part as a natural gas source only in the U.S. for the last three decades.

Fig. 3—Tight gas worldwide occurrence (Wood Mackenzie 2008).

The U.S. remains the region where the most extensive exploration and production for non-conventional gas resources and especially tight gas formations has occurred. In fact, in 2006, unconventional gas formations accounted for 43% of natural gas production in which tight gas sandstones represented 66% of the total of non-conventional (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4—Unconventional gas and tight gas sands share in the U.S. domestic production (After Kuuskraa 2007).

Fig. 5 shows the repartition of tight gas production in the U.S. as of 2006. Coming in order of importance, we have the East Texas/North Louisiana and South Texas basins, each, accounting for 19% of the total; the Greater Green River basin with 17% of the total; the San Juan basin with 15% of the total; the Appalachian and Permian basins, each, accounting for 5% of the total, the Anadarko, Uinta and Denver basins, each, accounting for 4% of the total, the Wind River basin with 3% of the total, the Arkoma and Piceance basins, each, accounting for 2% of the total, other basins account for 1% of the total tight gas production.
Fig. 5—The main tight gas reservoir basins in the U.S. are located in Texas (East, South and North), New Mexico and the Rocky Mountain region around the states of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming (Spears and Associates 2006).

1.7 Problems Encountered When Drilling Tight Gas Reservoirs

Drilling, completing and stimulating tight gas reservoirs remains a challenge for the petroleum industry because of the high costs and the low volumes that are normally recovered from wells drilled into such reservoirs. In this thesis, we will focus on the drilling process when developing tight gas formations and we will discuss the most important technological developments that address these challenges.

Typical drilling challenges in tight gas reservoirs are as follows:

- Unplanned circulation losses: despite the low permeability of the matrix, lost circulation problems are in fact more prevalent than one would expect in tight
gas reservoirs. The main causes of lost circulation are the presence of natural fractures coupled with field depletion.

- Stuck pipe incidents: the high degree of overbalance especially in depleted formations can also lead to stuck-pipe events.

- Shale sloughing: this problem is more frequent in multi-layered reservoirs where the sand bodies are present within shale strata and the well path has to traverse the shale layer. In particular, shale-sloughing problems can occur when lost circulation calls for a reduction in mud weight. The hole may remain open for a short period, after which the shale deteriorate causing problems in both drilling the well and running the production casing.

- Kicks due to uncertainty in pore pressure: particularly in multi-layered formations, a given well path may traverse through a depleted layer into a layer or lens at virgin or high reservoir pressure.

- Formation damage and mud invasion: especially during the drilling phase, tight formations are good candidates for fluid retention due to the small pore throats and high capillary forces.

- Low drilling penetration rate and drilling bit abrasion: many tight gas reservoirs are located in hard rock areas.
1.8 Objectives of This Research

Developing tight gas reservoirs efficiently and economically is a very complicated engineering problem. For every step that includes geophysics, geology, reservoir, drilling, formation evaluation, completion, stimulation and production, operators use a team of experts to develop an optimum development plan, then to go to the field and execute the plan.

In many cases, especially for tight gas basins outside of the U.S. operating and contracting companies have little experience in tight gas development. As such, the use of an advisory system based on the experience of industry experts and gathering the best engineering practices for each stage (drilling, completion, stimulation and production) could greatly help developing these tight reservoirs. In addition, an advisory system would certainly serve as training or checking tool for young or non-experienced engineers entering the unconventional tight formations business.

In this research, we are creating a Drilling Advisory Module (DAM) for tight gas that is part of a general Drilling & Completion Advisor for unconventional formations. This software, along two other programs called BASIN (basin analogy) and PRISE (resource evaluation) is part of the UGR (unconventional gas resources) Advisor under development at Texas A&M by a team of graduate students and professors.

To complete the Drilling Advisory Module for tight gas reservoirs, this thesis will first identify and review relevant data in the worldwide literature on tight gas reservoirs with strong emphasis on the latest drilling technologies used so far: casing drilling,
underbalanced drilling, managed pressure drilling, horizontal drilling, directional S-shaped drilling (well clusters) and coiled tubing drilling.

Then, we will analyze under which critical parameters one technology has been preferred or is currently being applied in comparison with other drilling techniques. Further, we will extract key criteria and build decisions charts, which mimic the thinking process of an expert drilling group. We will write Visual Basic programs using Microsoft Visual Studio implementing all the decisions charts created during this research. Finally, we will test and validate the Drilling Advisory Module with U.S. tight gas real cases.
2 REVIEW OF DRILLING TECHNOLOGIES AND METHODS

2.1 Introduction

The oil and gas industry constantly develops and implements new technologies and methods to solve drilling problems and decrease drilling costs. In this section, we are going to define, describe and analyze the best drilling practices currently available for drilling tight gas reservoirs.

We will start by studying the best technologies, which are conventional drilling, casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling. Then, we will review two other technologies, which are underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling. In addition, we will describe the wellbore trajectories that can be used to reach the productive zones: horizontal, directional and multi-lateral drilling. Moreover, we will discuss add-on technologies that assist and improve the process of drilling or designing a wellbore such as new built for purpose rigs and expandable tubular goods. Finally, we will discuss the possible technology blends between these technologies and methods.

2.2 Conventional Drilling Technology

2.2.1. Introduction

Most wells are drilled with conventional rotary technology. The conventional or rotary drilling process can be used in every type of reservoir (sandstones, carbonates, unconventional) and is usually associated with overbalanced conditions where the
equivalent drilling mud weight is greater than the fluid formation pressure gradient but is
less than the fracture gradient pressure.

The Persian and the Chinese civilizations had already drilled hydrocarbons
reservoirs centuries before the Common Era. However, it was in 1859 when E.L. Drake
and his crew drilled the first modern oil well in Titusville, Pennsylvania using a cable-
tool rig or drill bit percussion drilling (Brantly 2007). The cable hung from the top of a
wooden structure called a derrick. The tool was raised and dropped, thus breaking the
rock into small pieces. This early technology was replaced early in the 20th century by the
rotary drilling process, which is still the technology used in oil and gas well drilling.

2.2.2. Discussion

As defined by the Society of Petroleum Engineers in their “Advanced Drilling
Engineering” Textbook and shown in Fig. 6: “The hole is drilled by rotating a bit to
which a downward force is applied. Usually, the bit is turned by rotating the entire drill
string” (many joints of steel alloy), “using in general a rotary table at the surface, and the
downward force is applied to the bit by using sections of heavy-cylinders, called drill
collars, in the drill string above the bit. The cuttings are lifted to the surface by circulating
a fluid down the drill string, through the bit, and up the annular space between the hole
and the drill string.” (Bourgoyne et al. 1986).
Two main systems are currently used to rotate the drill bit. As of 2007, for onshore drilling, 55% of the drilling rigs are equipped with a rotary table and Kelly-bushing while 45% used the top-drive technology. As illustrated in Fig. 7, “a top drive is a hydraulic or electric motor suspended in the derrick mast of a drilling rig, which rotates the drill string and bit and is used in the actual process of drilling the well. Using a top drive eliminates the need for the traditional Kelly-bushing and rotary table and reduces the amount of manual labor and associated hazards that have traditionally accompanied this task.” (Tesco 2007).
Rotary drilling technology has over a century of application and is well known by drilling personnel. Rotary drilling technology is currently said to be the lowest cost technology on the market and can be used with all wellbore trajectories. Even though conventional technology works very well most of the time, conventional overbalanced drilling technology comes with several disadvantages. First, it often creates drilling problems such as lost circulation, differential sticking, or well control issues. Other issues are possible such as low penetration rates when hard rock formations are encountered or difficulties to handle pressure regime when changes occur along the formations. Indeed, conventional technology cannot deal with highly pressured or severely depleted formations without creating formation damage or impairment.

Conventional overbalanced rotary drilling has been the most cost effective practice for decades until the beginning of the 1990’s. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively, the East Texas Basin and the San Juan Basin are two regions in the U.S. that
can testify of large-scale vertical conventional overbalanced drilling program where thousands of wells were drilled to access tight gas reservoirs.

Fig. 8—Drilling activity in East Texas Basin (Oil & Gas Investor 2006).

Fig. 9—Drilling activity in San Juan Basin (New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 2004).
Therefore, rotary drilling technology is always a candidate to consider for unconventional gas development. Nonetheless, under certain circumstances, conventional technology will have to be compared with others drilling technologies and methods that could work better by solving disadvantages mentioned previously.

2.3 Fit For Purpose Land Rig

New drilling rig technology that has the ability to change the landscape of tight gas reservoirs development is now available. For the last few years, drilling rig contractors have been working in partnership with operating companies to design and build “fit for purpose” land rigs which integrate the latest technologies coming from the offshore rig technology which include top drive, automated tubular handling, satellite data transmission and alternating current power systems, just to name a few of the improvements (Kolstad et al. 2007).

One of these new land rigs is called FlexRig4 and is manufactured by Helmerich & Payne. This rig is routinely used in the development of tight gas reservoirs in the San Juan basin and the Piceance basin. A second rig is the RapidRig from National Oilwell Varco designed for application in the shallow unconventional tight formations. A third rig is the Huisman-Itrec LOC 250, a casing-drilling rig currently working in tight gas formations of South Texas.

This new generation of drilling rigs is mainly dedicated for drilling holes ranging from 5,000 to 14,000 feet, which is the usual tight gas reservoirs depth range. These rigs possess large hydraulic pump capacity, fuel-efficient equipment, better directional drilling ability as well as customization for underbalanced drilling and coiled tubing
drilling operations. In addition, part of the evolution is the reduction in size of all the major rig components, which lowers weight and cost the move the rigs. In addition, the rig crew is kept to a minimum with three to four men operating in order to reduce labor cost and improve safety. Moreover, ingenious skid systems allow the motion of the rig in four directions (Williams Energy 2006). Fig. 10 shows an example of pad drilling application in the Pinedale Anticline, Wyoming using two built-for purpose drilling rigs to drill between two and three dozens of directional S-shaped wells from one surface pad where production facilities are shared.

![Fig. 10—Built-for purpose rigs in Pinedale Anticline (Ultra Petroleum 2009).](image-url)

The following chart in Fig. 11 illustrates the efficiency of built-for purpose drilling rigs in the Piceance basin. In 1994, conventional drilling rigs drilled tight gas reservoirs in about 30 days to a total depth of 10,000 ft. In 2006, improved conventional drilling rigs and conventional drilling technology performed much better averaging only
13 days to access tight gas reservoirs at depths of 10,000 ft. Finally, the same year, in 2006, the new built-for purpose rigs decreased even more the total drilling time and reached total depth in about 8-9 days.

![Graph showing drilling time to total depth in Piceance Basin using built-for-purpose rig.](image)

**Fig. 11**—Drilling time to total depth in Piceance Basin using built for purpose rig (After Kolstad et al. 2007).

2.4 Slim-Hole Drilling

2.4.1. Introduction

To recover a reasonable percent of the gas-in-place in a tight gas field, a large number of wells have to be drilled. To make a profit, the cost to drill and complete each well has to be minimized. Technologies such as slim-hole drilling that allow reducing hole sizes, which help to reduce the overall well, cost are important when drilling many unconventional tight sandstone reservoirs.
Slim-hole drilling was used as early as the 1960’s in the United States. For instance, about 1,300 shallow wells were drilled in Texas, Kansas and Canada using slim-hole drilling where 2-1/2 to 2-7/8 inch casing (1,000 to 3,000 ft) was used to complete the wells. Operators realized a 17% cost savings overall. In Indonesia, in the mid 1980’s, using slim-hole drilling allowed Conoco to realize cost reductions of 70%. In the Gulf of Thailand, in 1999, Unocal used slim-holes, realizing over 40% savings (Hibbeler et al. 2004).

2.4.2. Discussion

To establish the definition of slim-hole drilling, we have reviewed the petroleum literature. According to the Society of Petroleum Engineers and the National Energy Technology Laboratory, slim-hole drilling is usually defined as a well with more than 90% of the overall measured depth with casing size less than 7 in (Long 2005). The rig used can be a conventional rig or a smaller size specially designed rig.

Fig. 12 shows a typical example of an application of slim-hole well design. The original well design required four strings of casing using 20 in surface casing, two intermediate casing strings with first, a 13-3/8 inch casing and then, a 9-5/8 inch casing; finally, a 7 in production casing was set at total depth. The slim-hole well design used only three strings of casing and one liner. The design started with a smaller surface casing size (16 in), continued with a first intermediate casing (9-5/8 in) and a second intermediate casing (7 in); finally, the production liner was 4-1/2 in, in size, which is much smaller than the production casing size chosen for the original design.
To design slim-hole wells, the well construction engineer can use either conventional casing or solid expandable tubular technology. The expandable technology came from the automotive industry. The technology has been developed to design wells with fewer casing strings and has been successful in some deepwater and long extended-reach drilling wells. During a cold-drawing process, the pipe made of steel is pushed beyond its elastic limit. Even though plasticized and permanently deformed with a solid tapered cone (the cone is pumped through the casing or the liner) the material remains below its ultimate tensile strength (EnventureGT 2008). Thus, wells are equipped with smaller casing size and have a smaller diameter. The main drawback is the cost of this technology, which still remains high and does not always offset the savings realized by drilling smaller wells. Therefore, because of the cost, expandable casing is not used very often in tight gas sand reservoirs where drilling and completion costs have to be minimized to make a profit.
The following Fig. 13 illustrates the application of solid expandable tubular where a liner or a casing is run through an existing casing string already set in the hole. Then, a solid expansion cone is pumped through the liner or the casing and is going to set this liner or casing in the hole. Many times, expandable casing is used to seal off lost circulation intervals.

![Fig. 13—Slim-hole completion using solid expandable tubular (EnvertureGT 2008).](image)

One of the benefits to slim-hole drilling is that a smaller hole size will result directly in a higher rate of penetration and a decrease in well cost. Most of the tight gas sandstone reservoirs use slim-hole drilling technology running production casing on the size of 4-1/2 to 5-1/2 in. Furthermore, recent developments in the Rocky Mountain region
have used multi small-size lateral wellbores to drain the multi-layered pay zones (BP 2007). The idea of drilling and completing a slim wellbore has been around in the industry for decades but is now technically achievable in many applications due to the maturity of coiled tubing drilling technology.

2.5 Coiled Tubing Drilling Technology

2.5.1. Introduction

Coiled tubing drilling (CTD), which is actually a combination of slim-hole drilling and continuous drill-stem concepts, seems set to provide the well construction engineer a number of economic advantages and health, safety and environmental (HSE) benefits under certain conditions. The main idea of coiled tubing drilling is to replace the standard 30 or 40-feet long jointed casing by a continuous flexible tube made of steel. A down-hole motor is used to rotate the drilling bit since it cannot be rotated from surface. When tripping is required the coiled tubing is rolled/wound or unrolled from a large reel at surface (ICOTA 2005).

In 1944, British engineers developed long and continuous pipelines to transport fuel from the United Kingdom to the European continent in order to supply the allied armies. This continuous flexible pipeline project provided the foundation for future developments of today coiled tubing technology. In 1962, in California, the first coiled tubing unit was developed to wash out sand bridges in wells. Currently, well service and work-over operations still account for 75% of coiled tubing applications (ICOTA 2005). However, coiled tubing drilling is increasing among the drilling industry with numerous applications in unconventional heavy oil reservoirs of Canada and Venezuela through
multi-lateral drilling technology (Brillon et al. 2007) and in Prudhoe Bay oil field on Alaska’s North Slope (Rixse et al. 2002).

### 2.5.2. Discussion

Coiled Tubing (CT) has been defined by the Intervention and Coiled Tubing Association (ICOTA 2005) as “any continuously-milled tubular product manufactured in lengths that require spooling onto a take-up reel”. Tubing diameter usually ranges from 0.75 in to 4 in and reel tubing may have lengths up to 30,000 ft. Common coiled tubing steels have yield strengths ranging from 55,000 psi to 120,000 psi. A coiled tubing unit is comprised of four basic elements: a reel for storage and transport of the coiled tubing, an injector head which provides the surface drive force to run and retrieve the coiled tubing, a power pack that generates hydraulic and pneumatic power to operate the coiled tubing unit and finally a control cabin (ICOTA 2005).

Fig. 14 shows a massive coiled tubing reel used to reach well depths greater than 10,000 feet in certain application in North America (Texas, the Rocky Mountain Region in the U.S. and the Alberta province of Canada) and Mexico (Chicontepec field) (Xtreme Coil Drilling 2009).
Coiled tubing drilling (CTD) has been used for several years because it provides a new way to significantly improve economics when used in the proper application. The technology uses a conventional drilling assembly with a down-hole motor. One difference is that coiled tubing drilling uses higher bit speeds at lower weight on bit due to the structural differences in coiled tubing compared to jointed pipe (ICOTA 2005).

A hybrid coiled tubing drilling rig is a unit that can drill conventionally using rotary drilling technology or drill with coiled tubing. Typically, surface and intermediate holes are drilled conventionally, using a top-drive. The largest units currently on the market are set-up for 7,000 feet with 3-1/2 or 4-1/2 in coiled tubing and 10,000 feet with 2-7/8 in coiled tubing (Brillon et al. 2007; Xtreme Coil Drilling 2008). Hybrid coiled tubing drilling technology’s goal is to merge the respective benefits of both conventional
drilling and coiled tubing drilling; conventional drilling can be faster and less expensive for large hole diameter while coiled tubing drilling associated with overbalanced or underbalanced conditions is faster and less expensive to drill the reservoir interval. The following Fig. 15 shows a hybrid coiled tubing drilling rig application in western Canada to drill directional wells using this technology. The hybrid rig shown in Fig. 15 is switching from conventional drilling to coiled tubing drilling technology.

![Hybrid coiled tubing rig](image)

**Fig. 15—Hybrid coiled tubing rig moving from conventional drilling to coiled tubing drilling (Shafer 2007).**

Coiled tubing drilling and hybrid coiled tubing drilling technologies present many advantages. Among the advantages is a faster mobilization and demobilization of the drilling components. In addition, tripping times are faster than can be achieved with conventional technology. Moreover, using coiled tubing drilling improves safety, lowers the footprint impact and enables underbalanced conditions. The main disadvantages are
the depth limitation, the coiled tubing size restriction and the mechanical issues associated, buckling and fatigue notably.

Coiled tubing drilling or hybrid coiled tubing drilling have shown the best results when drilling small diameter wells and reducing rig footprint are essential; and has also proven to be an optimal choice for re-entering or sidetracking wells and drilling reservoirs under underbalanced conditions. Besides, coiled tubing drilling implementations in tight gas reservoirs were, as of today, only for re-entry wellbores as shown in Fig. 16 and sidetracks from mother-bore in multi-lateral implementations (BP 2005 and 2007). The best targets for coiled tubing drilling technology are the multi-layered and highly depleted tight gas reservoirs.

Fig. 16—Horizontal underbalanced operation through coiled tubing drilling (Baihly et al. 2007).
2.6 Casing Drilling Technology

2.6.1. Introduction

Casing drilling is probably the technology that has grown from pilot projects to large-scale field development at the fastest rate within the drilling industry in recent years. Since the rotary process was introduced in the late 1800’s, some drillers have dreamed about a system that could allow one to simultaneously drill and case a well by using conventional oilfield casing as the drill-string (Tessari et al. 2006). Several patents that describe the casing-drilling concept were filed early on in the oil industry. For instance, one patent dated from 1890 describes a rotary drilling process for drilling with the casing and then retrieving an expandable bit (U.S. Patent 443,070).

In Russia, during the 1930’s, engineers wanting to reduce the time spent tripping to replace bits began the development of a system for replacing the drill bit without having to trip the drill-string (U.S. Patent 1,766,253). However, it was just in the late 1960’s that the first development of all the surface and down-hole components needed to drill with casing was actually developed. The casing-drilling system included an electric top-drive for rotating the casing with, a system to grip the casing without using its threads and a wire-line retrievable BHA using an under-reamer to enlarge the borehole. However, due to many factors these technologies failed to find field applications until recently (Tessari et al. 2006).

In the mid 1990’s, two contracting companies Weatherford and Tesco, both developed similar casing drilling systems inspired from the work described previously and convinced several operating companies to try this new technology. Mobil Oil, BP
and Conoco used successfully this technology for either liner or casing drilling through salt zones offshore in the Gulf of Mexico or for lost circulation problems in tight gas reservoirs in South Texas (Fontenot et al. 2003). Currently, casing drilling technology has been used with great success in several regions for different reservoirs both offshore and onshore; mainly throughout the U.S., in Canada, in the Gulf of Thailand and Brazil.

2.6.2. Discussion

Casing drilling uses down-hole and surface components allowing to application of standard oil field casing as the drill-string; hence, the well is drilled and cased simultaneously. The casing is rotated from the surface with a top-drive while drilling fluid is circulated down the casing and up the annulus just as the process used for conventional drilling with drill-pipe (Warren et al. 2001).

One of the main differences between drilling with a conventional drill-string and drilling with casing is that drill collars are not used to provide weight-on-bit for casing drilling. The casing used during the casing drilling process is generally the same (size, weight, and grade) that would normally be used for setting casings in a conventionally drilled well. However, the connections for the casing strings may be different. Generally eight-round connections are replaced with buttress connections that include a torque ring for additional torque capacity but other connections such as premium integral or coupled connections may be used as well. The drilling rigs used for the casing drilling process can be either specially designed to apply this technology as shown in Fig. 17 or be modified from conventional rigs (Warren et al. 2001).
On the rig, the most important component is the casing drive system (CDS) which supports the full weight of the casing string, applies torque for both drilling and make-up and provides connection between the top-drive and casing string as shown in Fig. 19. There are two types of casing drive systems: internal for casing radius above 9-5/8 in and external for smaller casing radius as shown in Fig. 18. Moreover, the casing drive system includes a slip assembly, which grips the interior of large casing or the exterior of small casing. An internal spear assembly provides a fluid seal to the pipe. Hence, connections are made in a similar manner when compared to conventional drill-pipe connections; therefore, rig floor activity is minimized while making a connection and rig safety is improved (Tesco 2008).
Fig. 18—Internal & external casing drive system (Warren et al. 2005).

Fig. 19—Casing drilling equipment mounted on the rig: casing drive system + top-drive (Tesco 2008).
Two main systems currently share the casing drilling market: rotating the casing at surface to transmit torque to the drilling bottom-hole assembly (BHA) (Weatherford), or having a retrievable BHA latched inside the casing that incorporates a motor that drives a conventional bit and an under-reamer (Tesco). Fig. 20 sketches both casing drilling technologies and conventional drilling.

The Weatherford drilling with casing (DwC) system has been designed to be applied for multi-well drilling on offshore platforms, multi-well operations on land (unconventional resources development), and more recently, for deep-water operations. The drilling with casing system is used for applications where specific hole sections are drilled with casing when drilling problems are encountered. Usually, 9-5/8 to 13-3/8 inch casing are run to depths of no more than 15,000 feet while 16 to 20 inch casing are limited to depths of 5,000 feet or less. The drilling with casing system rotates the casing...
at surface and incorporates at the end of the drilling assembly (BHA) a drillable drill-shoe as shown in Fig. 21. This drill-shoe comes in three different sizes and thus allows a one trip drilling system, which is cemented in place at casing point depth, and drilled out conventionally later on with the next drilling assembly (Weatherford, 2005-2009).

Fig. 21—Drilling with casing non-retrievable assembly (Weatherford 2006).
Tesco developed the casing while drilling (CwD) system. This system has proven to be a very efficient method for solving drilling problems such as lost circulation, stuck pipe, reducing drilling time and cost. Casing while drilling has mainly been used in onshore applications where hundreds of wells are drilled for developing tight gas reservoirs (Fontenot et al. 2003). CwD applications range from drilling shallow wells to wells as deep as 13,000 feet. For the casing while drilling process, a retrievable drilling assembly consists of a pilot bit with an under-reamer located above it in order to open the hole to the final well-bore diameter. The casing while drilling tools are designed to be retrieved with a wire-line to allow the BHA to be run under any normal well condition. This drilling assembly is attached to the casing with a special latching tool and eliminates borehole damage. As the hole is deepened and the casing string is drilled down, joints of casing are added with a casing drive system located just below the top-drive. Fig. 22 presents two different casing while drilling assemblies. On the left side of Fig. 22, the casing while drilling assembly (mainly DLA + Under-reamer + PDC bit) is designed for drilling vertical wells while on the right side of Fig. 22, the casing while drilling assembly (mainly DLA + Motor + Under-reamer + MWD + RSS + PDC bit) is designed for drilling directional wells.
The following Table 1 summarizes the main benefits and limitations for both casing-drilling techniques available. Usually, drilling with casing is used to drill only a specific section of the wellbore while casing while drilling is used to drill from surface to total depth.
The advantage of casing drilling is its ability to decrease drilling problems and specifically lost circulation and stuck pipe. Lost circulation involves a decrease in drilling fluid flow in the annulus as some or all of the mud exits the wellbore and enters a formation or a natural fracture. Fig. 23 illustrates a lost circulation zone where drilling mud leaks into the formation and migrates in the fractures near the wellbore region. In fields, where pay zones have very different pressure characteristics (some being severely depleted and others are at original pressure), drilling conventionally may lead to lost circulation. When drilling fluid invades the reservoir, formation damage can occur. If casing drilling is used to drill through low-pressure zones, the amount of mud loss can be minimized.
Differential sticking or stuck pipe incidents occur when the drill-string or the drill-collars become stuck against or within the filter cake formed within the borehole when overbalanced method is used as shown in Fig. 24. Thus, the drill-string or the drill-collars cannot be moved or rotated due to a difference between low reservoir pressures and high wellbore pressures.
Drilling technologies such as casing drilling technology, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling technologies that will be discussed later in this section can reduce or eliminate lost circulation and differential sticking significantly and therefore reduce drilling time and cost. Since casing drilling technology has proven to be successful with minimal drilling and well control problems (incidents are avoided with the casing drilling technology because tripping pipe is eliminated), the risk analysis associated with the casing design may lead to a better casing program. Thus, casing drilling requires fewer casing strings to be set thus reducing costs by allowing the well design with fewer and smaller casing (Tessari et al. 2006). Besides, the drilling crew needs a special training to be familiar with casing drilling components.

The tight gas reservoirs of South Texas have been the location where casing drilling first achieved widespread use and success. Indeed, the largest single casing drilling field application has been implemented using the casing while drilling system in the Wilcox-Lobo fields. Typically, fields have several lost circulation zones interspersed in these tight sandstone reservoirs (Fontenot et al. 2003). Casing while drilling technology proved that lost circulation was almost totally eliminated in the field. Thus, casing while drilling technology avoided running additional intermediate casings or liners to reach the planned intermediate casing point as shown in Fig. 25. Equally, stuck pipe incidents have been negligible using drilling with casing in comparison with conventional drilling technology. In addition to these resolved issues, the speed of drilling and the amount of gas production were improved. After this large-scale field application, it took little time for casing drilling technology to spread out and be applied to others low permeability reservoirs; notably those of New Mexico and the Rocky Mountains region.
Fig. 25—Casing drilling application in the Lobo field, South Texas (Fontenot et al. 2003).

Casing drilling is a technology that stands as viable alternative to conventional drilling in many tight gas reservoirs. Casing drilling technology has been used in many oil and gas fields as a very efficient way of significantly decreasing drilling problems and reducing the overall drilling cost.

2.7 Underbalanced Drilling Method

2.7.1. Introduction

When developing a tight gas reservoir using overbalanced drilling, reservoir damage can sometimes occur. Well stimulated by hydraulic fracturing can be used to overcome the damage. However, underbalanced drilling technology can also be used to minimize the damage and relieve other problems such as slow penetration rate and differential sticking. One of the first indications of an underbalanced drilling method design was a patent named “use of compressed air to clean a hole” and issued in the U.S.
in 1866 (Schubert 2008). A few decades later, an air drilling operation took place in Mexico. However, the modern age of underbalanced drilling is said to have started in the San Juan Basin in the 1950’s with the first gas wells being drilled under these conditions. Underbalanced drilling technology moved rapidly across North America towards Texas, California and Canada (Rehm 2002). Currently, underbalanced operations are implemented with an increasing frequency for difficult formations and challenging wells.

### 2.7.2. Discussion

Underbalanced drilling can be defined as a drilling process that intentionally keeps the wellbore fluid gradient less than the natural pore pressure gradient, typically at 100-200 psi below the formation pressure (BP 2008). Thus, the well starts flowing while the drilling operation is still ongoing as shown in Fig. 26.

![Fig. 26—Reservoir flowing with underbalanced method (Air Drilling Associates 2005).](image-url)
To achieve underbalanced conditions, three types of fluids can be used: gaseous or compressible fluids (air, nitrogen, methane) as shown in Fig. 27, two-phase fluids (foams, aerated mud), and liquid or incompressible fluids (conventional drilling fluids lighter than the formation pressure in over-pressured wells).

Jointed or conventional drill pipe has been the most routinely applied technique in underbalanced drilling operations. This technique has a long history of success through many different applications worldwide because it has the mechanical ability to drill to deeper depths and large hole sizes. However, the main risk using jointed pipe is the constant possibility of shifting to overbalanced conditions under certain parameters (well type, well design, well control, connections make-up, skills and experience of the drilling team) and thus jeopardizing the reservoir production (Blade Energy Partners 2008).

As compared with jointed pipe, coiled tubing drilling (CTD) is well suited for underbalanced drilling. Despite mechanical limitations on depth and restrictions on hole size, coiled tubing drilling can solve or reduce greatly many of the jointed pipe issues previously mentioned: no connection make-up and easy pipe tripping (Blade Energy Partners 2008).
If a tight gas reservoir is naturally fractured or depleted, underbalanced drilling might enable the wellbore to intersect fractures without lost circulation and subsequent formation damage. Underbalanced drilling can also increase the rate of penetration (performance drilling in hard rock environments using compressed air), avoid differential sticking and allow the reservoir to produce oil and gas to the surface while drilling. Moreover, drilling underbalanced can help discover other hydrocarbon zones by-passed or unrecognized where conventional drilling methods are applied. The main disadvantage of underbalanced drilling is the threat of a blow-out if an unexpected permeable zone is penetrated and the rig does not have adequate surface pressure control equipment. Also, underbalanced drilling requires more equipment and attention in comparison with
overbalanced drilling. In case of sloughing shale, underbalanced drilling may lead to hole problems. Finally, underbalanced drilling can be more expensive than conventional drilling depending on the drilling fluid used and other factors. In several tight sandstones (East Texas Basin, South Texas Basin, Anadarko Basin, North America, Neuquen Basin, Argentina), drilling problems have lead operators to use underbalanced drilling as a solution for developing their assets. Results have shown that the rate of penetration can be increased in hard rock formations when underbalanced method is applied. Underbalanced drilling also improves formation evaluation and minimizes mud invasion and formation damage. Fig. 28 illustrates the application of underbalanced drilling associated with coiled tubing drilling also shown in Fig. 16 in Anadarko tight gas basin.

![Underbalanced drilling operation conducted in the Cleveland sands, Anadarko Basin (BP 2005).](image)

Fig. 28—Underbalanced drilling operation conducted in the Cleveland sands, Anadarko Basin (BP 2005).
2.8 Managed Pressure Drilling Method

2.8.1. Introduction

Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD) uses similar technology components as those of used in underbalanced drilling in order to better control pressure variations while drilling. The difference between the two methods is that underbalanced is chosen to prevent reservoir damage and encourage the influx of fluids while the goal of managed pressure drilling is to reduce greatly drilling problems across the entire wellbore and does not encourage influx from the reservoir (Malloy et al. 2009). Drilling with a closed and adjustable drilling fluid return system has been an evolving technique on land drilling programs since the 1990’s. Managed pressure drilling has been very successful in South-East Asia and in North America. In the U.S., today, about one-fourth of all U.S. land drilling programs are drilled with this system (Kozicz 2006).

2.8.2. Discussion

Managed pressure drilling (MPD) is defined by the International Association of Drilling Contractors as “an adaptive drilling process to precisely control the annular pressure profile throughout the well”. The goal is to control the pressure profile in the well staying within the wellbore operating envelope (Malloy et al. 2009). Managed pressure drilling can be then divided into reactive or pro-active techniques. Reactive managed pressure drilling uses a basic configuration (a rotating control device and a choke) to deal with drilling problems that could occur in the wellbore. However, proactive managed pressure drilling includes the entire well design (casing, tubing,
fluids) to precisely manage the wellbore pressure profile since the beginning of the drilling operations (Malloy et al. 2009).

In conventional drilling, the bottom-hole pressure is the sum of the hydrostatic mud weight and the annular friction pressure. The annular friction is the pressure resulting from the circulation of the mud while drilling. The conventional drilling system is open to the atmosphere. In managed pressure drilling, the drilling engineer is to be able to change the bottom-hole pressure and the pressure profile when needed by using a closed and pressurizable mud system. Thus, the closed system allows the engineer to add backpressure to the bottom-hole pressure. The rotating control device diverts the pressurized mud return from the annulus to the choke manifold when the choke with the pressurized mud return system allows the driller to apply backpressure to the wellbore. If the pressure starts to climb above the fracture pressure of the formation, the driller can open the choke to reduce the backpressure and the bottom hole pressure. If the driller needs to increase the pressure throughout the well, closing the choke will increase the backpressure (Kozicz 2006).

The following Fig. 29 compares the different drilling windows for conventional drilling associated with overbalanced drilling method, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling methods. In this example, we can see some of the benefits of managed pressure drilling. For instance, the managed pressure drilling window (yellow zone) follows the pore pressure curve (blue line) staying almost “at balance” and, avoids lost circulation problems at this point and throughout the wellbore. However, in the lower part of the plot, where the pore pressure curve and fracture curve (red line) are very close to each other, conventional overbalanced drilling shows its limitations by showing the
difficulty to drill this part of the well conventionally without having to lose drilling mud in the formation. Equally, in the middle part of the plot where pore pressure curve (blue line) and borehole stability curve (brown line) are converging, underbalanced drilling method window (red zone) is supposed to stay, by definition, 100 to 200 psi below the pore pressure curve but encounters wellbore stability problems and therefore, shows its limitations as compared to managed pressured drilling in this part of the plot.

![Diagram showing drilling windows for managed pressure drilling, underbalanced drilling and conventional drilling](image)

Fig. 29—Drilling windows for managed pressure drilling, underbalanced drilling and conventional drilling (Malloy et al. 2009).
With managed pressure drilling, drilling through depleted zones is usually easier than using other drilling technologies (overbalanced) and problems such as lost circulation and differential sticking are avoided by staying always at balance. Moreover, the closed system prevents gas or liquid emissions at the surface (H2S, CO2, Brines) as shown in Fig. 30.

**Fig. 30—Managed pressure drilling closed loop system on a land rig, (After Arnone et al. 2007).**

Managed pressure drilling is a technology that improves the economic ability to drill certain wells. It can help solving many of the drilling problems resulting from pressure variations in the formations. Several variations exist; some are currently being developed and could result in increasing the speed of drilling while controlling the pressure within a narrow gradient window. As MPD technology improves and becomes more widely used, it will most certainly be used in many unconventional gas reservoirs. The main disadvantage of managed pressure drilling is the cost increase using special
components and training the drilling crew. Finally, managed pressure drilling has not been used extensively in tight gas reservoir applications. However, in certain cases where lost circulation could be an issue, MPD with a foam fluid could be of benefit.

2.9 Horizontal Drilling Technology

2.9.1. Introduction

Horizontal wells are often the best choice for reservoir development and oil and gas recovery. Even though a horizontal well cost can be 2-3 times more than the cost of a vertical well, the oil and gas reserves in a horizontal well can easily be 5-10 times more than a vertical well.

The first non-vertical drilling concept is documented in a U.S. patent back in 1891. The first successful attempt occurred in North America in 1929 within the state of Texas. Later on, the technique was improved in China and the Soviet Union, but no breakthroughs took place until the early 1980’s. The first commercial horizontal drilling success occurred in southwestern France. As a result, in the 1990’s, over a thousand wells were drilled horizontally worldwide. Almost eight hundred of these horizontal wells were drilled in the Austin Chalk formation in Texas (Helms 2008). The Austin Chalk is a naturally fractured shaly carbonate that produces both oil and gas.

2.9.2. Discussion

Several definitions and terminologies need to be introduced to understand non-vertical drilling concept (horizontal, directional and multi-lateral drilling). Drilling a well
horizontally usually starts by drilling a vertical section and then kicking off at a certain depth with a desired angle (arc) and finally keeping the horizontal or near-horizontal wellbore trajectory within required length of the borehole is reached (Aguilera et al. 1991). For non-vertical wells, one usually defines the total trajectory to the ultimate bottom-hole location in terms of horizontal displacement (lateral displacement from well surface location), true vertical depth (vertical depth measurement from the well surface location) and measured depth (length of borehole drilled). Horizontal wells are classified according to their build-up rate (BUR). Those wells with BUR up to 6 degrees per 100 feet drilled are long radius wells (arc length greater than 1,000 feet). Those wells with BUR of 7 to 30 degrees per 100 feet drilled are medium radius wells (arc length between 200 and 1,000 feet). Those wells with BUR greater than 30 degrees per 100 feet drilled are short radius wells (arc length less than 200) (Aguilera et al 1991 and Fig. 31).

Fig. 31—Horizontal and directional drilling (Biodiversity Conservation Alliance 2003).
Horizontal drilling can be performed with any of these three methods:

1. rotating and sliding the drill-string using a top-drive or a Kelly-bushing rig;
2. coiled tubing drilling; or
3. Rotary steerable systems.

When planned for drilling a horizontal well in naturally fractured, layered or heterogeneous reservoirs, horizontal wells have usually a higher productivity and contact area than vertical wells. Thus, fewer wells will be required to efficiently drain the reservoir. The major disadvantage is the increase cost associated with horizontal drilling technology implementation in a given field because more hole must be drilled and more casing used, the costs can be 2-3 times more than a vertical well. In addition, it is sometimes difficult to steer the bit within the pay zone, especially in thin layers.

A few horizontal drilling campaigns have been conducted successfully in tight gas sands in the U.S. For instance, there is a recent one that took place in the Cleveland sands of North Texas and Oklahoma Panhandle region (Baihly et al. 2007). Others projects have launched in the Bossier and Cotton Valley sands of East Texas and North Louisiana (Baihly et al. 2007). Horizontal drilling for tight gas sands is a common practice in Northern Europe, especially in the Rotliegendes sands of Lancelot field in the U.K. (Paterson et al., 1996) and of Sohlingen field in Germany (Heslop et al. 1998). In tight gas sand formations, the wellbore designs are generally conventional horizontal (3,000 feet or less) or extended horizontals (up to 6,000 feet) with production improvement factor ranging from 1.1 to 4.7 (Baihly et al. 2007).
The following Table 2 and Table 3 show the respective percentage of wells drilled horizontally for four different tight gas formations in the U.S. and the production improvement factors associated with these four reservoirs. Table 2 illustrates the evolution of horizontal wells drilled in the Cleveland formation in the Texas Panhandle region, which was about 4% in before 2003 and has risen up to 71% in 2006. This sharp progression has been associated with constant increase in production improvement factor, which averaged 3.5 in 2006. Table 3 compares three tight gas reservoirs in the East Texas basin: Bossier sands, Cotton Valley sands and Travis Peak sands. For Bossier sands, the percentage of horizontal wells drilled has increased from 1.1% to 8.3% between before 2005 and 2006 but still remains low as compared to what happened in the Panhandle region at the time. However, the good production improvement factors let assume that more horizontal wells are going to be drilled in the Bossier sands after 2006. Finally, in the Cotton Valley and Travis Peak sands, horizontal drilling campaigns did not have a significant impact on the percentage of wells drilled horizontally in 2006 (1.25% and 0.6% respectively). The low ratio of vertical/horizontal wells can perhaps be explained by the low value of production improvement factors associated with horizontal drilling in the Cotton Valley and Travis Peak tight sands.
As shown in Table 2 and Table 3, field results have proven that horizontal wells may be an efficient way to drain certain tight gas sandstone reservoirs. Besides, the wells need to be planned with caution because not every tight sandstone reservoir is a good candidate for horizontal drilling. The production improvement factor has to overcome the cost increase associated with horizontal drilling technology.
2.10 Directional Drilling Technology

2.10.1. Introduction

Directional drilling emerged around during the last half of the 20th century. Historically, most tight gas wells have been drilled vertically. Vertical hydraulic fracturing has been used to “extend” the wellbore horizontally. Directional drilling has become a common practice with a growth of about 2% per year and account now for nearly 40% of the total wells drilled in the U.S (Kreckel 2008). Directional technology is currently at a mature stage setting numerous records with directional wellbores currently reaching targets over a mile away laterally. The Wytch Farm field, located in the southern part of England, has seen a long directional wellbore reaching a horizontal displacement of over 33,000 feet at a true vertical depth of around 5300 feet (Schubert et al. 2002).

However, environmental constraints have recently encouraged the industry to consider using directional drilling from pads to minimize the environmental footprint. The best examples of this current practice are in the Rocky Mountain region, which holds enormous volumes of tight gas. Fig. 32 shows a drilling rig in the Piceance basin, Colorado. In a mountainous environment where natural parks and protected animal species are numerous, the different states Bureau of Land Management constrained the operators to use pad drilling and therefore directional drilling to access the different tight gas reservoirs (Wyoming BLM 2006). The current drilling practice in the Rocky Mountain region is called “pad drilling”. From a single well pad, using built-for purpose drilling rig with skid system, operators drill dozen of directional wells from the well pad.
Directional drilling emerged around during the last half of the 20th century. Directional drilling has become a common practice with a growth of about 2% per year and account now for nearly 40% of the total wells drilled in the U.S (Kreckel 2008). Directional technology is currently at a mature stage setting numerous records with directional wellbores currently reaching targets over a mile away laterally. The Wytech Farm field, located in the southern part of England, has seen a long directional wellbore reaching a horizontal displacement of over 33,000 feet at a true vertical depth of around 5300 feet (Schubert et al. 2002).
2.10.2. Discussion

A well is defined as directional when drilled at an angle other than vertical. Control of hole inclination is enabled with the use of a steerable down-hole motor and bent subs. In tight gas wells that need to be fractured treated, well planners use S-shape wellbores with horizontal displacements ranging from 2,000 to 3,000 feet depending on the geology and target depth. There are several reasons that S-shaped wells are preferred in tight gas sand reservoirs. First, since most tight gas reservoirs are highly layered and do not have much vertical permeability (due to shale layers), then horizontal wells do not work well. By drilling tight gas vertically, the engineer can run logs to determine net pay and gas-in-place. The success rate of hydraulically fracturing vertical wells is much higher than when horizontal or slanted wells are fracture treated in tight gas sands.

Fig. 33 shows a drilling program with 20 directional wells from a single pad. To drill these 20 wells in such a small area, Questar Energy used built-for purpose rigs with skid system going in the north/south direction. A direct effect to this “well cluster concept” is an important reduction of surface disturbance while operating because it concentrates not only surface facilities but also lessens the number of roads required to access the well site and optimizes pipeline network. In addition, there will be no environmental disturbance after abandonment of the well pad.
Fig. 33—Multi-well drilling pads in Pinedale anticline field (Questar Energy 2006).

In the Pinedale field, Jonah field, Natural Buttes field and in the Roan Plateau area located respectively in Wyoming, Utah and Colorado, operating companies are using well pads with up to 30 wells to produce gas reserves from the multiple, stacked reservoirs in the tight Lance, Mesaverde and Wasatch formations (Fig. 34). These wells have a true vertical depth ranging from 7,000 feet to over 14,000 feet with a horizontal displacement of 2,500 feet. Average cost for directional wells in these two fields range from 11% to 15% over vertical wells (completed well cost of $2,200,000 in Jonah field and $4,000,000 in Pinedale field in 2006). For Pinedale field, the Bureau of Land Management of Wyoming estimated an environmental impact reduction ranging between 50% and 90% (Kreckel 2008).
Fig. 34—Directional S-shape drilling in Pinedale field, Wyoming (Shell 2005).

The need for directional wells is a much-needed technology for the development of tight gas reserves in the Rocky Mountain region in the U.S mainly for environmental reasons. However, the use of directional drilling from pads is also a good way to oil and gas reserves in the arctic, under cities, lakes or other areas where surface access is limited or difficult.

Directional drilling is no longer an emerging technology for the development of tight gas sandstone reservoirs. Indeed, the successful application of directional drilling in the Rockies coupled with the need of drastically reduce surface disturbance in many areas where tight gas reserves are located could serve as an example for an economical and cheaper development of tight gas fields across the world.
2.11 Multi-Lateral Drilling Technology

2.11.1. Introduction

Drilling a multi-lateral well is a proven concept. However, successful applications have only occurred since the 1990’s. Multi-lateral drilling technology represents a further step in well construction to add to directional, horizontal and extended reach well trajectories. Multi-lateral drilling applies for both existing wells (re-entry, sidetracks) and new wells in low permeability gas reservoirs. Like a horizontal well, maximum reservoir exposure (increase in production) and economics (decrease cost) justify the design and implementation of a multi-lateral in a given field. The multi-lateral well can be either a development well, an exploration well or a re-entry well.

In 1949, a Russian engineer, Alexander Grigoryan pushed a step further, the theoretical work already started on horizontal drilling and came up with the design of an original mother bore (1,886 feet, total depth) with nine others branches (446 feet from kick-off point). This application took place in 1953 in the former U.S.S.R.’s Bashkiria field and was the world’s first multi-lateral well. In comparison with other wells drilled in the same field, it produced 17 times more oil per day. Therefore, over 100 multi-lateral wells followed this successful application in this area (TAML 2004). Since then, multi-lateral drilling evolved from the open-hole sidetracks techniques mentioned previously to a wide range of geometrical settings and complexities now made available for the reservoir engineer. As of today, multi-lateral drilling is used significantly all over the world with the biggest number of installations in South America, Middle East, the U.S. and Canada (TAML 2004).
2.11.2. Discussion

The general definition of a multi-lateral well by The Technical Advancement of Multilaterals (TAML) is “one in which there is more than one horizontal or near horizontal lateral well drilled from a single side (mother-bore) and connected back to a single bore. The branch may be vertical, horizontal, inclined or a combination of the three” (TAML 2004).

A multi-lateral well geometry is usually describes by its configuration (stacked, planar, radial, opposed as shown in Fig. 35) and number of laterals (dual-lateral, tri-lateral, etc.).

![Multi-lateral drilling](image)

**Fig. 35—Multi-lateral drilling (Biodiversity Conservation Alliance 2003).**

TAML classifies multi-lateral wellbores according to their complexity ranking and functionality classification. This is the most popular way of classification among the well construction engineers. The complexity ranking relies on an assessment of the
mechanical configuration of the well, its mechanical stability and hydraulic isolation of
the junction to give a 7 levels of complexity (level 1: open/unsupported junction, level 2:
mother-bore cased and cemented lateral open, level 3: mother-bore cased and cemented
lateral cased but not cemented, level 4: mother-bore and lateral cased and cemented, level
5: pressure integrity at the junction, level 6: pressure integrity at the junction achieved
with the casing, level 6S: down-hole splitter) (TAML 2004).

The functionality classification provides thorough technical details on the
wellbore. It specifies if the well is an existing well or a new well, its number of junctions,
if the well is a producer with or without artificial lift, an injector or a multi-purpose well
type. Moreover, the completion type: single, dual or concentric is described. Different
reasons lead to drilling a reservoir with multi-lateral wells. However, the final goal is
twofold: increasing the hydrocarbons recovery by maximizing reservoir exposure and
drainage, and reducing the cost of drilling, completion and production. One main reason
to use multi-lateral wells is to expose more reservoir per well (productivity index). For
instance, a multi-lateral well can contact many different reservoir layers through one
main single wellbore. Finally, using multi-lateral wells also reduce surface facilities and
total footprint, therefore minimizing the environmental impact. Finally, costs are reduced
(lower capital expenditure for drilling the upper section) when compared to having to
drill multiple vertical wells to contact the same amount of reservoir.

Before implementing a multi-lateral well configuration, reservoir and well
construction engineers must consider the possible risks or difficulties that might be
encountered. The well design must consider the vertical permeability distribution in the
rock layers. The costs of a single well can be high and must be compared to the costs of
drilling multiple vertical wells. The engineer should also recognize that work-over in multi-lateral wells can be expensive and difficult.

Multi-lateral well drilling has been applied successfully and is currently under development in two main regions within the U.S.: the Great Green River basin, Wyoming and the East Texas basin. In the Wamsutter field, Wyoming, a typical well encounters up to 20 sand layers averaging less than 10 feet in thickness over a 500 feet gross thickness in the tight Almond formation. Overall, there are thousands of tiny gas pay zones that need to be produced through an entire reservoir section (BP 2007). Several different types of multi-laterals have been designed by well construction engineers such as stacked laterals; stacked opposed laterals; stacked radial laterals; and fishbone geometries with up to 30 small boreholes coming from one single mother bore. In the Travis Peak formation, Texas, which is a more continuous sand body formation, only stacked laterals and Y-laterals are being used in place of long horizontal extended reach wells as shown in Fig. 37 (TAML 2004). Also, in the Sohlingen field, Germany, multilateral well construction is being implemented through dual lateral wellbores as shown in Fig. 36 (Heslop 1998).

Fig. 36—Dual lateral wellbore in the Sohlingen field, Germany (Heslop 1998).
Fig. 37—Multi-lateral drilling in the Travis Peak formation (TAML 2004).

Multi-lateral well drilling technology has evolved rapidly over the last few years to the point of becoming an option in both continuous and multi-layered tight gas formations. The complexity of multilateral wells is quite diverse. They may be as simple as a vertical wellbore with only one sidetrack or as complex as a long extended-reach well several laterals.
2.12 Using Multiple Technologies

Using the above discussion on each individual drilling technology or method currently available on the market, several techniques seem to have a brighter future, especially when applied simultaneously.

2.12.1. Managed Pressure Casing Drilling Technology

Among the most promising are the casing drilling and managed pressure drilling technologies. The managed pressure casing drilling (MPCD) blend, used only for vertical wells so far, combines the most efficient aspects of managed pressure drilling and casing drilling in order to reduce the weaknesses the two techniques have shown sometimes when applied solely. MPCD offers potential for application in naturally fractured tight gas sands and for fields where the pressure gradient changes importantly along the borehole. Currently, MPCD has best results with soft rock formations and expensive drilling areas (Stone et al. 2006).

2.12.2. Underbalanced Casing Drilling Technology

Casing drilling has been implemented with underbalanced conditions in recent years with success. The best example of this technology blend happened in highly depleted tight Vicksburg sandstones from South Texas at depths ranging from 10,000 to 16,000 feet, high pressures (10,000 psi) and high temperatures (280 - 400 °F). As shown in Fig. 38, the wells were typically re-entry slim borehole drilled underbalanced to avoid formation damage and have been equipped with casing drilling technology to solve
severe lost circulation and well control problems (modified drilling assembly designed).

In addition, cost savings are significant by reducing the well plan (Gordon et al. 2004).

---

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 38**—Underbalanced drilling with casing drilling in a re-entry operation, Vicksburg sands, South Texas (Gordon et al. 2004).

---

Fig. 39 illustrates a second application of underbalanced drilling with casing in the Vicksburg sands of South Texas. The original conventional drilling well planning used four strings of casing and three liners to deal with the fault zones, the high-pressure zones and the depleted sands. By using underbalanced drilling with casing, the well planning required only three casing strings and two liners. Thus, two liners set in the original conventional drilling well plan were saved in the new well plan because underbalanced drilling with casing performs well in depleted sands. Finally, the new planning well has a smaller surface casing and a larger production casing diameter.
2.13 General Discussion

Tight gas production dates back to the 1940’s in the San Juan Basin in New Mexico. Until the mid 1990’s, mostly in the U.S., tight gas wells were drilled and completed vertically by conventional overbalanced rotary drilling technology. The tight gas fields in the East Texas and North Louisiana Cotton Valley play was one area where thousands of wells were drilled in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Equally, thousands of wells were drilled in the Wilcox-Lobo and Vicksburg trends of South Texas during the 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s (Robinson et al. 1986).

However, driven by strong environmental constraints, operating and contracting companies have developed more efficient solutions to drill tight lenticular gas formations
in the Rocky Mountain region (Piceance basin, Uintah basin, Great Green River basin and the northern part of the San Juan basin). Industry has also improved ways to drill multiple wells from a single drilling pad. The directional S-shaped wells are drilled using specially designed rigs with a skid system, thus allowing considerable reduction in footprint impact and optimization of surface facilities. Not only has this made for a more environmentally sound solution (as evidenced by comparing before-and-after satellite images from conventional and pad-based developments), it has also significantly reduced the time and cost associated with drilling, completion and production (Kreckel 2008). So far, these built for purpose rigs have been associated with conventional and overbalanced drilling technologies. However, they represent a significant step forward, because not only have they managed to improve performance, but they also offer a bright future for drilling in general. Future developments are likely to center around such purpose-built flex rigs, equipping them with some of the components of other emerging technologies such as under-balanced drilling, managed pressure drilling, coiled tubing drilling, and casing drilling.

Emerging technologies have proved to be more successful in specific applications. This is the case with casing drilling in the high-pressured and depleted sands of South Texas, where the application solved important drilling problems (lost circulation, stuck pipe, well control) and has currently taken over from conventional drilling to develop the tight gas reservoirs in this area. Equally, in the North Texas Panhandle region, horizontal drilling has risen (currently over 70% of the wells drilled) and increased the productivity of the Cleveland sands (productivity improvement factor that is averaging 3.5). Other techniques such as underbalanced drilling, managed pressure
drilling, coiled tubing drilling and multi-lateral wellbores show a strong potential in the coming years because they address some important issues that are routinely encountered when drilling tight gas formations: formation damage, low rate of penetration, drilling problems, re-entry wells.
3 DRILLING ADVISORY MODULE

3.1 Introduction

Due to the increase in risks, uncertainties, complexities and costs when developing tight gas reservoirs, a team of experts should work together to plan and design each critical stage of the development of these unconventional resources.

The number of tight gas wells being drilled in the U.S. and worldwide has increased considerably over the past few decades. With more tight gas fields to be developed outside of North America and a shortage of experienced engineers, a system collecting expertise and knowledge from the public domain, and providing reasonable solutions could be a useful tool to assist drilling engineers making decision when drilling tight gas formations.

3.2 Advisory and Expert Systems

3.2.1 Introduction

Advisory and expert systems have been used in many industries for decades. Petroleum engineers are exposed daily to decision making to solve complex problems. Expert systems help engineers by gathering expert’s knowledge, providing solutions and can prove to be useful when making many decisions in the petroleum industry.
3.2.2 Expert Systems

Expert systems are computer programs created to simulate behavior of a human expert facing complex problems (Hayes-Roth et al. 1983; Giarratano et al. 2005). The main advantage of an expert system for petroleum engineers, and in our case, drilling engineers, is the possibility of processing an incomplete drilling dataset. For instance, when trying to design a drilling program for a new reservoir, the dataset will most likely be incomplete, lacking reservoir, geology and drilling measurements. Thus, such a system will provide one or more drilling technology recommendations to the drilling engineer. This expert advice is sometimes ranked with a degree of certainty that the expert previously assigned during the development phase of the system.

However, expert systems are not always the best solutions to solve large problems. In this research, drilling tight gas reservoirs is a quite vast domain and, therefore, an expert system resulting in only one answer may not be appropriate. We are developing a tool that may not be as firm as an expert system. Drilling expert systems started to be built in the 1980’s dealing with one topic at a time such as mud rheology (Kahn et al. 1984), well planning (Fenoul 1989), lost circulation (Hyodo et al. 1992), or more recently underbalanced candidate (Garrouch et al. 2004), casing design (Schlumberger 2007).

3.2.3 Fuzzy Logic Systems

Fuzzy logic enables a computer program to process all the values between 0 (true) and 1 (false) (Zadeh 1965). This method improves upon the so-called Boolean logic manipulating only two values (0 or 1). For example, in the case of a potential blow-out,
this hazard could have different values such as “low”, “moderate” or “high”. Fuzzy logic systems are defined by membership functions and may be efficient processes to program when dealing with approximate dataset.

3.2.4 “Case-Based” Reasoning

When reasoning with a “case-based” system, problems are solved using prior experiences knowledge (Aamodt et al. 1994). For instance, a drilling engineer who already encountered lost circulation problems in a given depleted formation will rapidly take actions as soon as measurements from the bottom-hole assembly match those he experienced previously in similar conditions. In fact, this system yields an “IF-THEN” approach.

3.2.5 Drilling Advisory System

We are calling our research product a “drilling advisory system”. To solve a complex problem such as drilling tight gas formations, we are creating a computer program that will deliver advice to the drilling engineer about drilling technologies, methods selection, drilling time and cost estimation.

The program reasoning is based on a mixture of methods that include historical best practices (“case-based” reasoning), “IF-THEN” methodology, Boolean and fuzzy logic functions and also borrowing some elements belonging to expert systems (providing one or more reasonable solutions for a given problem and not only one answer). However, it is not guaranteed that the recommendations from the advisory system will be the optimal solutions but the advisory system results will first tend
towards the industry current drilling best practices and; secondly will help avoid mistakes that can be numerous when drilling unconventional tight gas reservoirs.

3.3 Advisory System for Selecting Drilling Technologies and Methods

3.3.1 Introduction

Tight gas reservoirs have been studied in the U.S. for over 60 years. As such, there is a considerable amount of information present in the petroleum literature on tight gas reservoirs. Indeed, hundreds of papers have been describing best practices to drill tight gas formations. Several organizations such as Society of Petroleum Engineers, American Association of Drilling Engineers and various drilling contractors have documented the challenges that must be overcome when drilling tight gas reservoirs.

3.3.2 Project Goal and Interaction with Other Similar Projects

This research consists of creating a drilling module that is part of a larger advisory system called Drilling and Completion (D&C) Advisor (Bogatchev 2007; Ogueri 2007; Wei 2009) interacting with two other programs named BASIN (basin analogy) (Singh 2006) and PRISE (resources evaluation) (Old 2008). The final goal is that all these programs work together to provide advice to an engineering team for the drilling, completion and stimulation of tight gas assets. The global software is called Unconventional Gas Resources (UGR) Advisor. All these programs are being developed at Texas A&M by a team of graduate students and professors under the supervision of Dr. Holditch, the team leader.
The following Fig. 40 describes the overall process of designing the completion of a tight gas well. The decision chart is divided into four parts: drilling design, completion design, stimulation design and production design. The decision chart starts with the completion design which has a direct influence on the required production casing diameter. Then, an iterative process checks if the production casing diameter calculated for the completion design $d_1$ is larger than the production casing diameter given by the production design $d_2$. As long as this condition is not satisfied, the process loops. Then, a second iterative process checks if the production casing diameter needed for the completion design $d_1$ is larger than the production casing diameter calculated in the stimulation design $d_3$. As soon as this second condition is satisfied, the drilling design can start. Even though this drilling module will eventually interact with the UGR Advisor, it is also a stand-alone program.

![Diagram](image-url)

*Fig. 40—D&C Advisor workflow (Bogatchev 2007).*
3.3.3 Development Procedure

3.3.3.1 Definition of Tasks to Be Performed by the Drilling Module

The drilling design of a tight gas well involves many decisions and calculations. As summarized in Fig. 41, the drilling module uses input values from geology, reservoir evaluation, materials availability, well trajectory, surface, intermediate and production casing dataset and delivers advice to the drilling engineer. The drilling advisory system covers the following four topics:

1. What is the best drilling technology to use to access a specific tight gas reservoir?
   The three choices are conventional drilling, casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling. For a given reservoir condition, more than one drilling technology can be used successfully. Calculations are performed for each section of hole: surface, intermediate and production.

2. What is the best drilling method to associate with the main drilling technologies that are eventually recommended? These methods are overbalanced drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling. More than one method can be successfully used depending on the well and reservoir parameters. Calculations are performed for each section of hole as well.

3. Drilling time estimation, in days, for each drilling technology and method and for each section of hole from surface casing to production casing at total depth.
4. Cost estimation based on the technology and drilling method chosen, in U.S. dollars. Results are calculated for each drilling technology and method and for each section of hole from surface casing to production casing at total depth.

Fig. 41—Drilling advisory system and interaction with other programs.

3.3.3.2 Development Tool Selection and Programming Language Selection

To develop the drilling module, we have used Microsoft Visual Studio 2008. This “Integrated Development Environment” appeared to be a good tool to build a simple user interface to be compatible with the other parts of UGR Advisor. Besides, its flexibility, easy maintenance, availability, and direct application on every Windows O.S platforms,
which constitute the major part of computer used by many organizations in the petroleum industry. Microsoft Visual Studio supports several programming languages (C++, C#, Java and Visual Basic). We chose to use the latest version of Visual Basic to write all the code for all the routines and sub routines named VB.NET.

### 3.3.3.3 Decision Chart Creation

Once we completed the literature review of the different drilling technologies and methods available for drilling tight gas reservoirs, we listed the advantages and limitations of each in tight gas applications. As shown in Table 4, we selected six different criteria, such as drilling problems (lost circulation and stuck pipe), rate of penetration improvements, formation damage reduction, reservoir characterization, kick detection and surface equipment complexity. A summary of our decision making thought processes are presented in the following paragraphs.

- Casing drilling and managed pressure drilling greatly reduces lost circulation and stuck pipe while underbalanced drilling reduces drilling problems at a lower scale because it is not the main goal of underbalanced drilling method. In addition, conventional drilling and overbalanced drilling may increase lost circulation and stuck pipe while using coiled tubing drilling technology has no effects on lost circulation and stuck pipe incidents.

- Coiled tubing drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling improves significantly the rate of penetration while conventional drilling and overbalanced drilling do not improve the rate of penetration. Casing drilling does not improve the rate of penetration but does reduce the total drilling time.
because tripping time is kept at a minimum since the well is drilled and cased simultaneously.

- Underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling do reduce formation damage by monitoring the pore pressure gradient and drilling equivalent mud weight. Casing drilling has proven to have little effect on reducing formation damage. Conventional drilling and coiled tubing drilling have no effect on reducing formation damage while overbalanced drilling may increase formation damage and produces formation impairment.

- All the drilling technologies and methods can help characterize the reservoir by using logging while drilling on the conventional drilling, casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling assemblies. Overbalanced drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling methods can help one monitor the reservoir fluids as well. Only managed pressure drilling and overbalanced drilling at a lower scale can help detecting drilling hazards (kick and blow-out) while underbalanced drilling must not be used if drilling hazards are expected.

- Surface equipment complexity varies among the different drilling technologies and methods. Conventional drilling and overbalanced drilling have relatively lower costs and do not need special training for the drilling crew as compared to casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling which need more expensive drilling components and specific training for the drilling crew. Finally, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling methods
require pricey surface equipment and specially trained drilling crew to operate and monitor all the surface equipment.

Using these ideas, we developed decision charts to mimic a drilling engineer’s decision-making process. The design of the decision charts is similar to the underbalanced drilling candidate selection decision chart developed by the International Association of Drilling Contractors (Blade-Energy Partners 2008).

The decision chart shown in Fig. 42 illustrates the feasibility of drilling technologies and methods as a function of the wellbore trajectory given by the production design module (Fig. 41). If the wellbore is planned to be either vertical or directional, all the drilling technologies and methods (conventional drilling, casing drilling, and coiled tubing drilling, overbalanced drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling) are applicable. However, if the wellbore is planned to be either horizontal or multilateral, casing drilling technology is not yet mature to be used but all the other drilling technologies and methods (conventional drilling, coiled tubing drilling, overbalanced drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling) are feasible.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies/Methods Advantages and Limitations</th>
<th>Conventional Drilling</th>
<th>Casing Drilling</th>
<th>Coiled Tubing Drilling</th>
<th>Overbalanced Drilling</th>
<th>Underbalanced Drilling</th>
<th>Managed Pressure Drilling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drilling Problems (Lost Circulation, Stuck Pipe)</td>
<td>May Increase</td>
<td>Greatly Reduces</td>
<td>No Effects</td>
<td>May Increase</td>
<td>Reduces</td>
<td>Greatly Reduces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROP Improvements</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No (but overall drilling time saved)</td>
<td>Yes (smaller diameter)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce Formation Damage</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Little (Plastering Effect)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir Characterization</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kick Detection</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes (Less than MPD)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Equipment Complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the decision chart shown in Fig. 43, it is possible to determine whether casing drilling is feasible or not recommended. The process of casing drilling candidate selection starts with the answer to the question: “Are drilling problems anticipated in this well or field?” If no drilling problems are anticipated, then casing drilling technology is not recommended in this well or field. Then, if any of the drilling problems such as lost circulation, stuck pipe or salt zones is likely to happen, the casing drilling candidate selection continues with the answers to the following questions: “Are the casing drilling surface equipment available for this well or field?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make casing drilling technology a possible candidate?” If surface equipment for casing drilling technology are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high,
casing drilling technology is not a good candidate for this well or field. If surface equipment for casing drilling technology are available and, if drilling time and cost for casing drilling are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology, casing drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to the well or field.

Fig. 43—Decision chart for possible application of casing drilling technology.

The decision chart shown in Fig. 44 helps to determine whether coiled tubing drilling is feasible or not recommended to drill the production casing section for a well. The process of coiled drilling candidate selection starts with the answer to the question: “What is the production casing or tubing size for this well?” If the casing diameter is greater than 4.5 in, coiled tubing drilling technology is not recommended to be applied in
this well or field. However, if the casing diameter is comprised between 2.875 in and 4.5 in, the coiled tubing drilling candidate selection continues with the answer to the following question: “Is the wellbore length less than 7,000 feet?” If the wellbore length is shallower than 7,000 feet then the process continues. If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, coiled tubing drilling technology is not a good candidate for this well or field.

If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are available and, if drilling time and cost for coiled tubing drilling are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology, coiled tubing drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to the well or field. If the wellbore length is deeper than 7,000 feet then coiled tubing technology is not recommended. Finally, if the casing diameter is smaller than 2.875 in, the coiled tubing drilling candidate selection goes through the same process answering the following question: “Is the wellbore length less than 10,000 feet?” If the wellbore length is shallower than 10,000 feet then the process goes to the next question: “Are the coiled tubing drilling surface equipment available for this well or field?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make coiled tubing drilling technology a candidate?” If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, coiled tubing drilling technology is not a good candidate for this well or field. If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are available and, if drilling time and cost for coiled tubing drilling are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology, coiled tubing drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to the well or field. If the wellbore length is deeper than 10,000 feet then coiled tubing technology is not recommended.
Fig. 44—Decision chart for possible application of coiled tubing drilling technology to drill production casing or tubing.
Fig. 45—Decision chart for possible application of coiled tubing drilling technology for sidetrack drilling in directional, horizontal and multilateral wellbores.
The decision chart shown in previous Fig. 45 helps to determine whether coiled tubing drilling is feasible or not recommended to re-enter or sidetrack wells for new a production casing section. The process of coiled drilling candidate selection for sidetrack wells starts with the answer to the question: “What is the production casing or tubing size that the coiled tubing has to go through?” If the casing diameter is greater than 7 in, coiled tubing drilling technology is not recommended to be applied in this well or field. However, if the casing diameter is comprised between 2.875 in and 7 in, the coiled tubing drilling candidate selection continues with the answer to the following question: “Is the wellbore length less than 10,000 feet?” If the wellbore length is shallower than 10,000 feet then the process goes to the next question: “Is the horizontal lateral length less than 3,000 feet?” If the horizontal section to drill is greater than 3,000 feet then coiled tubing drilling technology is not recommended to re-enter the well. If the horizontal lateral length is shorter than 3,000 then the process goes to the next question: “Are the coiled tubing drilling surface equipment available to re-enter this well?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make coiled tubing drilling technology a sidetrack candidate?” If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, coiled tubing drilling technology is not a good candidate to re-enter this well. If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are available and, if drilling time and cost for coiled tubing drilling are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology, coiled tubing drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to sidetrack the well. Finally, if the casing diameter is smaller than 2.875 in, the coiled tubing drilling sidetrack candidate selection continues with the answer to the following question: “Is the wellbore length less than 17,500 feet?” If the
wellbore length is shallower than 17,500 feet then the process goes to the next question: “Is the horizontal lateral length less than 3,000 feet?” If the horizontal section to drill is greater than 3,000 feet then coiled tubing drilling technology is not recommended to re-enter the well. If the horizontal lateral length is shorter than 3,000 then the process goes to the next question: “Are the coiled tubing drilling surface equipment available to re-enter this well?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make coiled tubing drilling technology a sidetrack candidate?” If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, coiled tubing drilling technology is not a good candidate to re-enter this well. If surface equipment for coiled tubing drilling technology are available and, if drilling time and cost for coiled tubing drilling are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology, coiled tubing drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to sidetrack the well.

Based on the decision chart shown in Fig. 46, it is possible to determine whether underbalanced drilling is applicable or not recommended. The process of underbalanced drilling method candidate selection starts with the answer to the question: “Are drilling problems anticipated in this well or field?” If no drilling problems are anticipated, then the process continues with the following question: “Is reservoir damage or formation impairment expected?” If no reservoir damage is expected to happen then underbalanced drilling method is not recommended for this well or field. However, if reservoir damage is likely to happen, the underbalanced drilling candidate selection continues with the answers to the following questions: “Are the underbalanced drilling surface equipment available for this well or field?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make underbalanced drilling method a possible candidate?” If surface equipment for underbalanced drilling
method are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, underbalanced drilling method is not a good candidate for this well or field. If surface equipment for underbalanced drilling method are available and, if drilling time and cost for underbalanced drilling method are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method, then underbalanced drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to the well or field. Moreover, if any of the drilling problems such as lost circulation, stuck pipe or hard rock is expected to happen, the underbalanced drilling candidate selection continues with the answers to these questions: “Are the underbalanced drilling surface equipment available for this well or field?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make underbalanced drilling technology a possible candidate?” If surface equipment for underbalanced drilling method are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, underbalanced drilling method is not a good candidate for this well or field. If surface equipment for underbalanced drilling method are available and, if drilling time and cost for underbalanced drilling method are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method, then underbalanced drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to the well or field. Finally, if any of the drilling problems such as sloughing shale, H₂S contained in reservoir fluids or kick is expected to happen, underbalanced drilling method is not a good candidate for this well or field.
The decision chart shown in Fig. 47 helps to determine whether managed pressure drilling method is applicable or not recommended to drill the intermediate casing section. The process of managed pressure drilling method candidate selection starts with the answer to the question: “Are drilling problems anticipated in this well or field?” If no drilling problems are anticipated, managed pressure drilling method is not recommended for this well or field. However, if any of the drilling problems such as lost circulation, stuck pipe or hard rock is expected to happen, the managed pressure drilling candidate selection continues with the answers to these questions: “Are the managed pressure
drilling surface equipment available for this well or field?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make managed pressure drilling method a possible candidate?” If surface equipment for managed pressure drilling method are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, managed pressure drilling method is not a good candidate for this well or field. If surface equipment for managed pressure drilling method are available and, if drilling time and cost for managed pressure drilling method are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method, then managed pressure drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable to drill the intermediate casing section for this well or field. Finally, if sloughing shale is expected to happen, managed pressure drilling method is not a good candidate to drill the intermediate section in this well.
Fig. 47—Decision chart for possible application of managed pressure drilling method for intermediate casing section.

The decision chart shown in Fig. 48 helps to determine whether managed pressure drilling method is applicable or not recommended to drill the production casing section. The process of managed pressure drilling method candidate selection for production casing starts with the answer to the question: “Are drilling problems anticipated in this well or field?” If no drilling problems are anticipated, managed pressure drilling method is not recommended to drill the production casing section. However, if any of the drilling problems such as lost circulation, stuck pipe, hard rock, H₂S, CO₂ or brines contained in the formation fluids is expected to happen, the managed pressure drilling candidate
selection continues with the answers to these questions: “Are the managed pressure drilling surface equipment available for this well or field?” and “Do total drilling time and cost make managed pressure drilling method a possible candidate?” If surface equipment for managed pressure drilling method are not available or, if drilling time and cost values are too high, managed pressure drilling method is not a good candidate to drill the production casing section of this well. If surface equipment for managed pressure drilling method are available and, if drilling time and cost for managed pressure drilling method are lower than drilling time and cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method, then managed pressure drilling is a feasible technology and is applicable for drilling the production casing section of this well. Finally, if sloughing shale is expected to happen, managed pressure drilling method is not a good candidate to drill the production section of this well.
3.3.3.4 Non-Productive Time

The economic impact of drilling non-productive time (NPT) increases as a function of drilling rig rate. Any technology or method that reduces drilling non-productive time can result into millions of dollars in drilling cost savings (Whitfill 2008). Therefore, to calculate drilling time for each technology and method, we need to estimate drilling non-productive time. Non-productive time is the time when the drilling process is stopped and appears as a flat curve on the time versus depth drilling plot (Reid et al.)
Thus, we identified nine key factors that are commonly known to be the source of non-productive time when drilling onshore wells. These factors represented with equal importance, in the Fig. 49 pie chart, are: lost circulation, stuck pipe, kick, wellbore instability, equipment failure (rig, wellhead, casing, connections, fatigue, drill-string twist, etc...), cement squeeze, directional control, weather delay and other (equipment handling, etc...) (After Nexen 2008). Even though these factors may vary greatly depending on the location, the type of well and the reservoir targeted, Fig. 50, gives average values for drilling problems in onshore wells in the U.S. Lost circulation (25%), stuck pipe incidents (15%) and wellbore stability issues (10%) account for 50% of the total non-productive time. However, the values given in Fig. 50 might not apply in some new tight gas developments. Indeed, directional drilling account now for about 40% of directional wells drilled in the U.S. and is routinely used in the Rocky Mountain region that holds the largest amount of tight gas in place. The weather delay, directional control and wellbore stability parameter values for tight gas reservoirs in the Rockies could be very different from those shown in Fig. 50. New drilling technologies and methods are more and more implemented in tight gas fields that will probably result in an increased value of the equipment failure parameter.

The repartition of non-productive time given in Fig. 50 should be looked at carefully before applied to any tight gas wells or fields. In certain tight gas basins such as East Texas, the values presented in Fig. 50 are a good estimate. However, for example, in the Cleveland sands located in the Anadarko basin where over 70% of wells are drilled horizontally and often associated with underbalanced method, the repartition of NPT in Fig. 50 will probably be different. In addition, in the South Texas basin, field results have
shown values much higher for lost circulation and stuck pipe incidents (Fontenot et al. 2003).

![Pie chart showing sources of non-productive time for onshore wells.](image)

**Fig. 49**—Source of non-productive time for onshore wells (After Nexen 2008).

![Pie chart showing sources of non-productive time for onshore wells in the U.S.](image)

**Fig. 50**—Source of non-productive time for onshore wells in the U.S. (After Nexen 2008).
3.3.4 Drilling Advisor Design

3.3.4.1 Starting Menu

The drilling module of D&C Advisor is designed with several menus and screens to execute the following tasks: drilling technologies and methods selection, drilling time and cost estimation. The starting menu shown in Fig. 51 serves as an entry screen to present the main objective of the advisory module along with the professors who supervised this research and the place where this work has been done.

![Starting Menu](image)

Fig. 51—Starting menu.

3.3.4.2 Central Menu

The central menu shown in Fig. 52 is the main screen in the software. It displays all the six different sub-modules that the user can access: well data, drilling parameters,
technologies and methods selection, drilling time, drilling cost, technologies and methods ranking.

Fig. 52—Central menu.

3.3.4.3 Well Data Screen

Fig. 53 shows the first sub-module (Well Data) where the user can either enter reservoir/well dataset or load it from a text file. Eventually, the reservoir and well dataset will also be linked to the other design modules (basin analogy, completion, stimulation and completion) as shown in Fig. 40. The sub-module is divided in two main parts. The left side of the Well Data screen is dedicated to the reservoir data with several important parameters (reservoir pressure, reservoir temperature, type of tight sandstones, presence of natural fractures, type of fractures, reservoir depletion, reservoir permeability, vertical/horizontal permeability ratio). The right side of the Well Data screen displays the well trajectory, its measured depth, true vertical depth and horizontal departure. In addition, the number of reservoir targets, the production casing or tubing size calculated by the completion, stimulation and production design modules and if the well is planned
to be sidetracked are input values in the Well Data sub-module. Then, the dataset can be saved in a text file. Finally, the Well Data screen links to the next sub-module named Drilling Parameters.

![Well Data Sub-module](image)

**Fig. 53—Well data sub-module.**

### 3.3.4.4 Drilling Parameters for Candidate Selection Screen

Once reservoir and well data have been entered or imported in the Well Data screen, there are two ways of using the Drilling Parameters sub-module shown in Fig. 54. On the one hand, the Drilling Parameters sub-module works as a stand-alone sub-module where the user has to enter the well plan dataset divided by hole section. Thus, for each section of casing (surface, intermediate and production casing), the user has to input well plan parameters such as the casing setting depth, the drilled length to set the casing and the casing outer diameter. Then, for each section of casing, the user is asked several
questions about potential drilling problems while drilling the well such as hard rock formations, lost circulation zones, stuck pipe incidents, wellbore stability issues, sloughing shale or salt zones. In addition, surface and intermediate hole section deal only with drilling problems across the wellbore while production hole section takes in consideration the magnitude of fluid invasion in and out of the reservoir such as formation damage, H₂S, CO₂, brines. On the other hand, the Drilling Parameters sub-module will eventually load parameters from the other design modules (completion, stimulation and production). By clicking on the casing design button located in the production casing part of the Drilling Parameters sub-module, a casing design will be generated. To generate the casing design, the program loads the production casing or tubing size calculated by the other design modules as shown in Fig. 40 and then uses standard casing design procedure to determine casing outer diameters for intermediate casings and surface casing (Economides et al. 1998). Besides, if more than one intermediate casing is needed to drill the well, the user can click on the Add Intermediate Casing button to display the screen shown in Fig. 55. All the dataset entered or loaded can be saved in a text file as well. Finally, the Drilling Parameters screen links to the next sub-module named Technologies and Methods Candidate Selection.
Fig. 54—Drilling parameters for candidate selection sub-module.

Fig. 55—Add intermediate casing sub-module.
3.3.4.5 Technologies and Methods Feasibility

The Technologies and Methods Feasibility sub-module is divided in two parts. One the left side of the screen shown in Fig. 56, the user is asked about the availability for drilling technologies and methods surface equipment where the company is planning to operate the tight gas field. These surface equipment are listed as follow: availability of conventional drilling rig, built-for purpose drilling rig (Fig. 10), casing drilling rig (Fig. 17), hybrid coiled tubing drilling rig (Fig. 15), casing drilling special components (Fig. 19 and Fig. 22), coiled tubing components (Fig. 14), managed pressure drilling components (Fig. 30) and underbalanced drilling components (Fig. 27). For instance, in the U.S. where numerous contractors are present, there are no limitation for using all the technologies and methods available to drill tight gas reservoirs. However, in other part of the globe, some technologies and methods such as casing drilling technology or managed pressure drilling may not be available to the company to produce the tight gas field. On the right part the sub-module shown in of Fig. 56, by clicking on the Results button, the user displays whether drilling practices (technologies and methods) are feasible or not recommended to drill the tight gas well. To determine which drilling practice is feasible to drill the tight gas well or field, the program runs the several decision charts have been described from Fig. 42 to Fig. 49 and take as input values the ones entered in the Well Data and Drilling Parameters sub-modules and also the drilling equipment availability. The technologies and methods feasibility is displayed for each section of hole (surface, intermediate and production casing). The results can be saved in a text file for comparison with other tight gas well configurations. Then, from this sub-module, the user can access the Drilling Time Estimation sub-module.
3.3.4.6 Drilling Time Estimation Sub-Module

The Drilling Time Estimation sub-module is shown in Fig. 57. To estimate drilling time for each section of hole (surface, intermediate and production casing), the sub-module uses the following equations (After Bourgoyne et al. 1986):

\[
\text{DrillingTime} = \sum_{\text{surface}} \text{DTcasing}
\]

\[
\text{DTcasing} = \frac{\text{DrilledLength}}{(\text{RateOfPenetration} \times 24 \times \text{ROPnormalized})} \times \frac{1}{1 - \frac{\text{NonProductiveTime}}{100}}
\]
with:

- Drilling Time in days.
- Drilled Length in feet (ft) given by the Drilling Parameters sub-module.
- Rate Of Penetration (ROP) in feet per hour (ft/hr) given by the Drilling Parameters sub-module.
- \(0 < \text{Non Productive Time (NPT)} \leq 40\)

![Drilling Time Estimation Sub-module](image)

**Fig. 57—Drilling time estimation sub-module.**

Therefore, to calculate drilling time for each section of hole, we need to estimate the rate of penetration for each technology and method normalized to conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced method. In addition, we need to
estimate the drilling non-productive time that are anticipated when drilling a tight gas well. In the Drilling Time Estimation sub-module shown in Fig. 57, a first sub-module estimates drilling non-productive time (NPT) as shown in Fig. 58. A second sub-module shown in Fig. 59 estimates the drilling rate of penetration (ROP) for each drilling technology and method.

The Non-Productive Time sub-module uses fuzzy-logic systems for each of the main parameters found to be a source of NPT for onshore wells as shown in Fig. 49 (lost circulation, stuck pipe, kick, wellbore instability, drilling equipment failure, cement squeeze, weather delay, directional control, other). In the Non-Productive Time sub-module, each source of non-productive time parameter can take 11 different values ranging between 0 and 1 (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1). Then, we defined membership functions for each source of non-productive time parameter. Field studies have proven that NPT usually range between 10% and 40% of the effective drilling time (York et al., 2009). Even though, in certain areas, NPT can be higher than 40%, common values for NPT in tight gas applications range between 10%-30%. The membership functions implemented in the NPT sub-module are defined in the following equations by setting at 40% the maximum taken by NPT and taking source of NPT values in onshore wells from Fig. 50. Thus, we obtain the following membership functions in order of importance:

\[ F_{\text{LostCirculation}} = F_{\text{Other}}^0 = \begin{cases} F(0) = 0 \\ F(1) = 10 \end{cases} \]

\[ F_{\text{StuckPipe}} = \begin{cases} F(0) = 0 \\ F(1) = 6 \end{cases} \]
\[
F_{\text{WellboreInstability}} \begin{cases} 
F(0) = 0 \\
F(1) = 4 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
F_{\text{Kick}} = F_{\text{EquipmentFailure}} = F_{\text{CementSqueeze}} = F_{\text{WeatherDelay}} = F_{\text{DirectionalControl}} \begin{cases} 
F(0) = 0 \\
F(1) = 2 
\end{cases}
\]

Thereafter, non-productive time can be estimated adding the values from each of the 9 main parameters. The result is displayed in percentage of NPT (flat time) in comparison with effective drilling time (bottom of Fig. 58). If the user already knows the average non-productive time value for a given tight gas field, the NPT value can be input in the NPT sub-module without using the membership functions and moving the track bars shown in Fig. 58.

![Fig. 58—NPT estimation.](image-url)
The drilling Rate Of Penetration sub-module shown in Fig. 59 loads ROP for each technology and method in comparison with the reference ROP that is conventional drilling associated with overbalanced method (CwO). The drilling rate of penetration for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced method takes the value 1. The other rates of penetration are compared or normalized to the value 1. Several industry papers have tested and compared drilling technologies such as casing drilling (Warren et al. 2005) or coiled tubing drilling (Brillon et al. 2007) with conventional drilling. In addition, similar works have compared drilling methods such as underbalanced drilling (Garcia et al. 2007) or managed pressure drilling (Stone et al., 2006) with overbalanced drilling.

![ROP estimation](image)

**Fig. 59—ROP estimation.**

The following Table 5 references ROP normalized to conventional drilling with overbalanced method. The left column in Table 5 gives a range of values for each
technology and method because ROP values from field applications are often dispersed. The right column in Table 5 gives an average ROP value normalized to CwO. If the user has different ROPs for a given tight gas field, different values can be entered in the ROP sub-module. After estimation of NPT and ROPs, drilling time is then calculated for each section of hole for the drilling technologies and methods that have been found feasible in the Drilling Technology Selection sub-module. Then, the user can access the Drilling Cost Estimation sub-module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5—ROP normalized to conventional drilling using overbalanced (CwO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROP Range</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 – 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 – 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 – 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 – 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 – 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.4.7 Drilling Cost Estimation Sub-Module

The Drilling Cost Estimation sub-module is shown in Fig. 60. To estimate drilling cost for each section of hole (surface, intermediate and production casing), the sub-module uses the following equations:

\[
\text{DrillingCost} = \sum_{\text{production}} \frac{\text{DCcasing}}{\text{surface}}
\]
\[ DC_{\text{casing}} = \text{Technology Daily Cost} \times DT_{\text{casing}} \times DC_{\text{normalized}} \]

with:

- Drilling Cost in $.
- Technology Daily Cost in $/day.
- \( DT_{\text{casing}} \) in days.

To estimate the cost of drilling technologies and methods, the user has two ways to proceed. One the one hand, if drilling costs for each technology and method have been obtained from the contractors providing the special surface equipment, the user can use each of the five sub-modules shown from Fig. 61 to Fig. 65 to estimate drilling cost for each section of hole. On the other hand, if the user do not obtain prices associated with special surface equipment required to use casing drilling or coiled tubing drilling technologies or to apply underbalanced drilling or managed pressure drilling methods, then, the sixth sub-module named Drilling Cost Coefficients shown in Fig. 66 estimates drilling costs by using coefficients normalized to conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method.
Fig. 60—Drilling cost estimation sub-module.

Fig. 61—Conventional drilling components cost estimation sub-module.
Fig. 62—Casing drilling components cost estimation sub-module.

Fig. 63—Coiled tubing drilling components cost estimation sub-module.

Fig. 64—Managed pressure drilling components cost estimation sub-module.
Fig. 65—Underbalanced drilling components cost estimation sub-module.

The drilling Reference Cost sub-module shown in Fig. 66 loads drilling cost for each technology and method in comparison with the reference cost that is conventional drilling associated with overbalanced method (CwO). The drilling cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced method takes the value 1. The other drilling costs are compared or normalized to the value 1.

Fig. 66—Drilling reference cost normalized to CwO.
The following Table 6 references drilling costs normalized to conventional drilling with overbalanced method. The left column in Table 6 gives a range of values for each technology and method because drilling costs are often dispersed. The right column in Table 6 gives an average drilling cost value normalized to CwO. Drilling costs can be modified in the Reference Cost sub-module. Then, drilling costs are calculated for each section of hole for the drilling technologies and methods that have been found feasible in the Drilling Technology Selection sub-module. Then, the user can access the Ranking Technology and Method sub-module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drilling Cost Range</th>
<th>Technologies &amp; Methods</th>
<th>Cost Normalized to CwO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling with Overbalanced</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 - 2.0</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling with Underbalanced</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 – 2.0</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling with Managed Pressure</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 – 1.5</td>
<td>Casing Drilling with Overbalanced</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 – 2.5</td>
<td>Casing Drilling with Underbalanced</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 – 2.5</td>
<td>Casing Drilling with Managed Pressure</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 – 2.0</td>
<td>Coiled Tubing Drilling with Overbalanced</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 – 2.5</td>
<td>Coiled Tubing Drilling with Underbalanced</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4.8 Ranking Technologies and Methods Sub-Module

The Ranking Technology and Method sub-module is shown in Fig. 67. This is the last sub-module in the Drilling Advisory program that summarized calculations performed in the previous sub-module (Drilling Technology Selection, Drilling Time, and Drilling Cost) and gives a ranking of drilling technologies and methods. The left side of Fig. 67 displays total drilling time and cost for the tight gas well while the right side of
Fig. 67 ranks from 1 to 8 drilling technologies and methods found feasible in the Drilling Technology Selection sub-module.
4 DRILLING ADVISOR APPLICATION

In the following section, we are going to run the Drilling Advisory system with three different tight gas reservoirs wellbore configurations: vertical drilling, horizontal drilling, and directional S-shaped drilling. We chose three tight gas reservoirs located in different regions in the U.S.: South Texas, North Texas-West Oklahoma, and Rocky Mountains Region.

4.1 South Texas Tight Gas Reservoirs

4.1.1 Wilcox-Lobo Trend Well Data

The Wilcox-Lobo trend is located near the U.S. and Mexican border in Webb and Zapata counties, South Texas. Tight gas reservoirs depth in the Wilcox-Lobo trend range from 5,000 ft to 12,000 ft. Also, reservoir permeability is very low between 0.0003 md and 0.5 md. In addition, the Wilcox-Lobo trend produced from geo-pressured sands with pore pressure gradient up to 0.9 psi/ft. Reservoir temperatures range between 175°F and 325°F (Robinson et al. 1986).

4.1.2 Lobo Field Drilling Advisor Results

In the Well Data sub-module shown in Fig. 68, we loaded a reservoir dataset (Robinson et al. 1986) and a well construction dataset (Fontenot et al. 2003) taken from the petroleum industry literature. The tight well has a vertical trajectory using a 4.5 inch
production casing at 9,950 ft. At 9,950 ft, reservoir pressure is about 7,500 psi and reservoir temperature is about 275°F.

Fig. 68—Well data sub-module for a tight gas well in the Wilcox-Lobo trend.

Fig. 69 presents the well planning with a 9-5/8 inch surface casing set at 1,200 ft followed by a 7 inch intermediate casing set at 8,100 ft. As given in the Well Data sub-module, a 4.5 inch production casing is set at 9,950 ft (Fontenot et al. 2003). For surface casing, no drilling problems are anticipated and therefore textboxes take “No” as input values. For intermediate casing, drilling problems such as severe lost circulation zones and stuck pipe incidents are expected. For production casing, lost circulation zones and stuck pipe incidents are anticipated along with reservoir damage. The rate of penetration decreases between surface casing (40 ft/hr) and production casing (15 ft/hr). In addition, the well is drilled without any surface limitations.
Fig. 69—Drilling parameters sub-module for a tight gas well in the Wilcox-Lobo trend.

In Fig. 70, surface equipment for each technology and method are available because in North America and especially in South Texas, all special components needed for casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling technologies and for underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling technologies are available. The results on Fig. 70 show that most of the drilling technologies and methods are feasible to drill tight gas reservoirs in the Wilcox-Lobo trend. However, coiled tubing drilling technology appears as a not recommended drilling practice.
Fig. 70—Technology feasibility sub-module for a tight gas well in the Wilcox-Lobo trend.

Fig. 71 shows the NPT estimation in the Wilcox-Lobo Trend according to field results (Fontenot et al. 2003). Since lost circulation zones and stuck pipe incidents are severe, the track bar on Fig. 70 is set at its maximum. In addition, equipment failure and other drilling problems are set as moderate while directional control and weather delay are kept at their minimum values. Therefore, total non-productive time is estimated to be equal to 21% of effective drilling time that seems to be a reasonable value for a tight gas well drilled in South Texas. In addition, Fig. 72 loads default values discussed in Table 5.
Fig. 71—Non-productive time estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the WilcoxD-Lobo trend.

Fig. 72—Rate of penetration estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the WilcoxD-Lobo trend.
The following Fig. 73 presents drilling time estimation, in days, for each drilling technology and drilling method for each section of hole.

Fig. 73—Drilling time estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Wilcox-Lobo trend.

In Fig. 74, global daily cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling is set at about 50,000 $/day. This value can vary greatly according to the well location and the drilling rig supply and demand but 50,000 $/day is a reasonable value as of early 2009 in South Texas. In addition, Fig. 75 illustrates the case where the user does not know the prices associated with drilling technologies and methods that have been found feasible in the Technology and Method Feasibility sub-
module (casing drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling). Thus, default values shown in Table 6 are loaded in the Reference Cost sub-module.

**Fig. 74**—Conventional drilling technology cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Wilcox-Lobo trend.

**Fig. 75**—Reference drilling cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Wilcox-Lobo trend.
Fig. 76 displays drilling cost results for each section of hole in U.S. dollars. Total drilling cost results will be discussed after presenting the Ranking Drilling Technologies sub-module in Fig. 77.

As shown in the following Fig. 77, total drilling time from surface to total depth is estimated to be greater than 22 days using conventional drilling technology with overbalanced drilling method while casing drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method is estimated to save more than 5 days in total drilling time. The 5 day gap in total drilling time remains the same when comparing drilling methods. Indeed, conventional drilling technology using managed pressure drilling method total
drilling time is estimated to be greater than 17 days while casing drilling technology using the same drilling method is estimated to be less than 12 days. In addition, Fig. 77 shows that total drilling cost for conventional drilling technology associated with any drilling method is estimated to be around $1,130,000 while casing drilling technology using any drilling method has an estimated total drilling cost that ranges between $980,000 and $1,076,000. Such cost savings when multiplied by the number of tight gas wells needed to efficiently produce a tight gas field are significant. Finally, Fig. 77 gives the user a ranking for each technology and method. In this example, casing drilling technology ranks 1st (associated with underbalanced drilling method), 2nd (associated with managed pressure drilling method) and 3rd (associated with overbalanced drilling method) while conventional drilling technology ranks 4th, 5th and 6th.

The current drilling best practice in South Texas for the Wilcox-Lobo trend is casing drilling technology using overbalanced method (Tessari et al. 2006). In addition, field results in South Texas in the Vicksburg tight sandstone reservoirs trend that lies deeper than the Wilcox-Lobo trend have shown that casing drilling technology associated with underbalanced drilling method worked even better than casing drilling technology using overbalanced drilling method (Gordon et al. 2004). Moreover, laboratory and pilot studies have shown that casing drilling technology associated with managed pressure drilling method would solve some of the casing drilling technology limitations such as high equivalent circulating density, absence of pore pressure monitoring, low rate of penetration in hard rock formations (Stone et al. 2006). Therefore, the ranking given by the drilling advisory system match the current drilling best practice by selecting the right technology (casing drilling) and methods.
4.2 Wyoming Tight Gas Reservoirs

4.2.1 Lance Formation in Jonah/Pinedale Anticline Fields Well Data

The Jonah and Pinedale Anticline fields are located in the Green River Basin, Wyoming. These fields are among the top five largest natural gas producers in the U.S. in 2008 (EIA 2008). They produced natural gas from four main tight gas reservoirs: Frontier, Mesaverde, Fort Union and Lance formations. In this example, we target the Lance Formation which holds over 46 Tcf of recoverable natural gas (Ultra Petroleum 2009). Tight gas reservoirs depth in the Jonah/Pinedale fields range from 9,000 ft to 14,000 ft. In addition, reservoir permeability is very low between 0.0006 md and 0.015...
md. In addition, tight gas reservoirs may have pore pressure gradient between 0.45 psi/ft and 0.85 psi/ft. Reservoir temperatures range between 200°F and 300°F (Garcia et al. 2004).

4.2.2 Lance Formation Drilling Advisor Results

In the Well Data sub-module shown in Fig. 78, we loaded reservoir dataset (Garcia et al. 2004) and well construction dataset (Questar 2006) coming from the petroleum industry literature. The tight well has a directional S-shaped trajectory because of the environmental constraints in the Rocky Mountain Region in the U.S. and particularly in Wyoming. In addition, since the Lance formation is a tight gas sand reservoir and needs hydraulic fracture technology to produce the reservoir at economic flow rates, the trajectory had to intersect the tight gas reservoirs vertically because of the better results using well stimulation with vertical wells than with slanted wells. The directional well sets a 4.5 in production casing at 14,000 ft measured depth and 12,000 ft true vertical depth. Reservoir temperature is at about 8,000 psi while reservoir temperature is at 280°F.
Fig. 78—Well data sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.

Fig. 79 presents the well planning with a 9-7/8 inch surface casing set at 2,500 ft followed by a 7-5/8 inch intermediate casing set at 8,000 ft true vertical depth. As given in the Well Data sub-module, a 4.5 inch production casing is set at 14,000 ft (Questar 2006). For surface casing and production casing, no drilling problems are anticipated and therefore textboxes take “No” as input values. For the intermediate casing, drilling problems such as lost circulation zones, stuck pipe incidents and wellbore instability are expected. The rate of penetration decreases between surface casing (30 ft/hr) and production casing (15 ft/hr). In addition, the well has to be drilled with the lowest footprint impact at surface.
In Fig. 80, surface equipment for each technology and method are available since the operation takes place in North America, in Wyoming. Therefore, all special components needed for casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling technologies and for underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling technologies are available to drill the well. The results on Fig. 80 show that conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method is feasible to drill each section of hole. Besides, since drilling problems are anticipated in the intermediate section, casing drilling is also a feasible drilling technology along with managed pressure method to reduce drilling problems. However, coiled tubing drilling technology and underbalanced drilling method appear as not recommended drilling practices to drill this tight gas well.
Fig. 80—Technology feasibility sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.

By proceeding in a same manner than the previous example, total non-productive time are estimated to be equal to 18% of effective drilling time as shown in Fig. 81 and Fig. 82 loads default values discussed in Table 5.
Fig. 81—Non-productive time estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.

Fig. 82—Rate of penetration estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.
Fig. 83 presents drilling time estimation for each section of hole. Total drilling time results will be discussed after presenting the Ranking Drilling Technologies and Methods sub-module in Fig. 87.

In Fig. 84, global daily cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling is set at about 60,000 $/day. This value is greater than the one used in South Texas because of the rig type often used to drill tight gas reservoirs in Colorado, Utah or Wyoming. Indeed, built-for purpose rigs are commonly used to access tight gas reservoirs by using pad drilling but are pricier than conventional rigs used in South Texas. Fig. 85 illustrates the case where the user does not know the prices associated with
drilling technologies and methods that have been found feasible in the Technology and Method Feasibility sub-module (casing drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling). Default values shown in Table 6 are loaded in the Reference Cost sub-module.

**Fig. 84**—Conventional drilling technology cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.

**Fig. 85**—Reference drilling cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.
Fig. 86 displays drilling cost results for each section of hole in U.S. dollars. Total drilling cost results will be discussed after presenting the Ranking Drilling Technologies sub-module in Fig. 87.

**Fig. 86—Drilling cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.**

Fig. 87 shows that total drilling time from surface to total depth is estimated to be greater than 35 days using conventional drilling technology with overbalanced drilling method while casing drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method is estimated to save over 4 days in total drilling time. Conventional drilling technology using managed pressure drilling method total drilling time is estimated to be greater than 29 days while casing drilling technology using the same drilling method is estimated to
be more than 26 days. In addition, Fig. 87 shows that total drilling cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method or managed pressure drilling method is estimated to be around $2,134,000 while casing drilling technology using the same drilling methods has an estimated total drilling cost of about $2,040,000. Again, such cost savings when multiplied by the number of tight gas wells needed to efficiently produce the Lance formation are significant. Finally, Fig. 87 gives a ranking for each technology and method. In this example, casing drilling technology ranks 1\textsuperscript{st} (associated with managed pressure drilling method), 2\textsuperscript{nd} (associated with overbalanced drilling method) and while conventional drilling technology ranks 3\textsuperscript{rd}, 4\textsuperscript{th}.

Currently, there is no clearly defined drilling best practice in the Rocky Mountain region in the U.S. Even though to access tight gas reservoirs such as the Lance formation operators have routinely used conventional drilling technology using overbalanced method (Questar 2006), some operators have tried casing drilling technology, managed pressure drilling method or underbalanced drilling method (Ultra Petroleum 2009). Therefore, the ranking given by the Drilling advisory matches the current trend in drilling practice used in the Rockies.
Fig. 87—Drilling technologies and methods ranking sub-module for a tight gas well in the Lance formation.

4.3 North Texas - Oklahoma Tight Gas Reservoir

4.3.1 Cleveland Sands Well Data

The Cleveland sandstones formation is located across North Texas and Oklahoma Panhandle region. Tight gas reservoir depth for the Cleveland sands range from 6,500 ft to 8,200 ft. Also, reservoir permeability is very low between 0.003 md and 0.015 md. Current tight gas reservoirs pore pressure ranges between 1,200 psi and 2,000 psi. Reservoir temperatures range between 150°F and 180°F (BP 2005).
4.3.2 Cleveland Sands Drilling Advisor Results

In the Well Data sub-module shown in Fig. 88, we loaded reservoir dataset and well construction dataset (BP 2005). The tight gas well has a horizontal trajectory. The horizontal well sets a 2-7/8 inch production casing at 9,250 ft measured depth and 7,300 ft true vertical depth. Reservoir temperature is at about 2,000 psi while reservoir temperature is at 160°F.

Fig. 88—Well data sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

Fig. 89 presents the well planning with a 8-5/8 inch surface casing set at 1,800 ft followed by a 4.5 inch intermediate casing set at 7,500 ft measured depth. As given in the Well Data sub-module, a 2-7/8 inch production casing is set at 9,260 ft (BP 2005). For surface casing, no drilling problems are anticipated and therefore textboxes take “No” as input values. For intermediate and production casing, drilling problems such as lost
circulation zones, stuck pipe incidents, wellbore instability and sloughing shale are expected. The rate of penetration decreases between surface casing (30 ft/hr) and production casing (10 ft/hr).

Fig. 89—Drilling parameters sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

In Fig. 90, surface equipment for each technology and method are available since the operation takes place in Texas. All special components needed for casing drilling and coiled tubing drilling technologies and for underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling technologies are available to drill the well. The results on Fig. 90 show that conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method is feasible to drill each section of hole. Moreover, since drilling problems are anticipated in the intermediate section, casing drilling is also a feasible drilling technology along with managed pressure method to reduce drilling problems. Finally, coiled tubing drilling
technology associated with both overbalanced and underbalanced drilling method is a feasible drilling practice to drill this tight gas well.

Fig. 90—Technology feasibility sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

By proceeding in a same manner than the previous examples, total non-productive time is estimated to be equal to 20% of effective drilling time as shown in Fig. 91 and Fig. 92 loads default values discussed in Table 5.
Fig. 91—Non-productive time estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

Fig. 92—Rate of penetration estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.
The following Fig. 93 presents drilling time estimation, in days, for each drilling technology and drilling method for each section of hole.

![Drilling Time Estimation](image)

**Fig. 93**—Drilling time estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

In Fig. 94, global daily cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling is set at about 50,000 $/day. Fig. 95 illustrates the case where the user does not know the prices associated with drilling technologies and methods that have been found feasible in the Technology and Method Feasibility sub-module (casing drilling, underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drilling). Default values shown in Table 6 are loaded in the Reference Cost sub-module.
Fig. 94—Conventional drilling technology cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

Fig. 95—Reference drilling cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

Fig. 96 displays drilling cost results for each section of hole in U.S. dollars. Total drilling cost results will be discussed after presenting the Ranking Drilling Technologies and Methods sub-module in Fig. 97.
Fig. 96—Drilling cost estimation sub-module for a tight gas well in the Cleveland formation.

As shown in the following Fig. 97, total drilling time from surface to total depth is estimated to be greater than 27 days using conventional drilling technology with overbalanced drilling method while casing drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method is estimated to save over 3 days in total drilling time. Conventional drilling technology using managed pressure drilling method total drilling time is estimated to be greater than 22 days while casing drilling technology using the same drilling method is estimated to be more than 16 days. Coiled tubing drilling technology total drilling time is estimated to be around 24 days when associated with overbalanced drilling method and equal to 21 days when associated with underbalanced
drilling method. In addition, Fig. 97 shows that total drilling cost for conventional drilling technology associated with overbalanced drilling method or managed pressure drilling method is estimated to be around $1,354,000 while casing drilling technology using the same drilling methods has an estimated total drilling cost of about $1,290,000. Also, coiled tubing drilling technology total drilling cost is estimated to be about $1,293,000 when used with overbalanced drilling method and is equal to $1,200,000 when associated with underbalanced drilling method. Cost savings are significant between conventional drilling technology and coiled tubing drilling technology. Finally, Fig. 97 gives a ranking for each technology and method. In this example, coiled tubing drilling technology ranks 1st and 3rd (associated with underbalanced drilling method and overbalanced drilling method, respectively), casing drilling technology ranks 2nd and 4th (associated with managed pressure drilling method and overbalanced drilling method, respectively) and conventional drilling technology ranks 5th, 6th.

The current drilling best practices in the Cleveland formation is to use coiled tubing drilling technology using both overbalanced drilling and underbalanced drilling methods (BP 2005; Baihly et al. 2007). Therefore, the ranking given by the Drilling advisory matches the current drilling practice used in the Cleveland formation trend.
4.4 Discussion

We have run and described three different cases comparing the drilling advisory system and current industry drilling best practices using examples published in the petroleum industry literature. We chose, on purpose, different regions having different drilling best practices: vertical (South Texas), directional (Wyoming), horizontal (North Texas) wellbore trajectories; conventional drilling (Wyoming), casing drilling (South Texas, Wyoming), coiled tubing drilling (North Texas) technologies; overbalanced, underbalanced (North Texas, South Texas), managed pressure drilling methods (South Texas, Wyoming). As shown in table 7 and 8, for each case, the results either match the industry current practices or anticipate on what could become a new drilling best practice to drill tight gas reservoirs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/State/Trend</th>
<th>Depth (ft)</th>
<th>Reservoir Pressure (psi)</th>
<th>Reservoir Temperature (°F)</th>
<th>Type of Sandstones</th>
<th>Permeability (md)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA/South Texas/Wilcox-Lobo (data from SPE)</td>
<td>5,000 – 12,000</td>
<td>4,000 – 11,000</td>
<td>175 - 325</td>
<td>Continuous Multiple Layers</td>
<td>0.0003 – 0.5</td>
<td>12 - 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/Wyoming/Lance (data from SPE)</td>
<td>9,000 – 14,000</td>
<td>4,000 – 12,000</td>
<td>200 - 300</td>
<td>Lenticular</td>
<td>0.0006 – 0.015</td>
<td>8 - 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/North Texas/Cleveland (data from SPE and BP)</td>
<td>6,500 – 8,200</td>
<td>1,200 – 2,000</td>
<td>150 - 180</td>
<td>Continuous Single Layer</td>
<td>0.003 – 0.015</td>
<td>8 - 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country/Trend</td>
<td>Drilling Problems</td>
<td>Industry Current Best Practices</td>
<td>Drilling Advisory Results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/South Texas/Wilcox-Lobo</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling Technology with Overbalanced Drilling Method</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling Technology with Overbalanced Drilling Method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA/Wyoming/Lance</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling Technology with Overbalanced Drilling Method</td>
<td>Conventional Drilling Technology with Overbalanced Drilling Method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


5 CONCLUSION

The results of the research presented in this thesis have led to the following conclusions:

1. A drilling advisory system can be designed and programmed for a Windows O.S. environment in order to capture the industry best drilling practices from tight gas reservoirs.

2. The advisory system has been divided in several sub-modules to guide the user through the multiple steps to make decision selecting drilling technologies and methods to drill tight gas reservoirs. Each of the sub-module is dealing with a specific topic (well data, drilling parameters, drilling time, drilling cost, ranking). Each dataset can be either loaded or saved in a text-file for analysis or post-processing using other software (Microsoft Excel).

3. Designed with a user-friendly interface, the advisory system is a very good tool to help selecting efficiently and successfully drilling technologies and drilling methods for tight gas reservoirs.

4. The drilling advisory system outputs more than one feasible solution for a given tight gas well or field.
5. The logic behind the advisory system, mainly based on decision charts developed by collecting relevant data from the petroleum engineering literature and discussing with industry experts in drilling, is a good approach to mimic expert decision-making.

6. This thesis has illustrated several examples that all happen to match the current industry drilling best practices or to anticipate on upcoming drilling practices in the studied area. These simulations showed that the drilling advisory system for selecting drilling technologies and methods could deliver similar recommendations in comparison with a team of experienced drilling experts.

7. Drilling time, drilling cost estimation and ranking technologies and methods sub-modules provide the user with an extended decision making tool when several solutions are feasible.

8. The drilling advisory system has been designed and programmed in a way that its integration within the Unconventional Gas Resources Advisor will be easy.

9. The advisory program can be further upgraded with other drilling sub-modules or new drilling technologies when they are mature on the market.
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NOMENCLATURE

BHA = bottom-hole assembly
BUR = build-up rate
CBM = coal-bed methane
CDS = casing drive system
CDwO = casing drilling with overbalanced
CDwMPD = casing drilling with managed pressure
CDwU = casing drilling with underbalanced
CT = coiled tubing
CTD = coiled tubing drilling
CTDwO = coiled tubing drilling with overbalanced
CTDwU = coiled tubing drilling with underbalanced
CwD = casing while drilling
CwO = conventional drilling with overbalanced
CwMPD = conventional drilling with managed pressure drilling
CwU = conventional drilling with underbalanced
D = formation depth, ft
DAM = drilling advisory module
D&C = drilling and completion
DwC = drilling with casing
\( g_p \) = formation pressure gradient, psi/ft
GS = gas shale
HCTD = hybrid coiled tubing drilling
IDE = integrated development environment
in = inch
k = formation permeability, md
MH = methane hydrate
MPCD = managed pressure drilling with casing drilling
MPD = managed pressure drilling
μd = micro Darcy
md = milli Darcy
MVS = Microsoft visual studio
NPT = non-productive time
p = pressure, psia
p_f = fracture pressure, psia
ϕ = porosity, %
PIF = productivity improvement factor
ROP = rate of penetration
T = temperature, °F
Tcf = Trillion cubic feet
TG = tight gas
TGS = tight gas sands
UBDwC = underbalanced drilling with casing drilling
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